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SUMMARY

In the alphaproteobacterium, Caulobacter crescentus, phosphorylated CtrA
(CtrA�P), a master regulatory protein, binds directly to the chromosome origin
(Cori) to inhibit DNA replication. Using a mathematical model of CtrA binding
at Cori site [d], we provide computational evidence that CtrAU can displace
CtrA�P from Cori at the G1-S transition. Investigation of this interaction within
a detailed model of the C. crescentus cell cycle suggests that CckA phosphatase
may clear Cori of CtrA�P by altering the [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio rather than by
completely depleting CtrA�P. Model analysis reveals that the mechanism allows
for a speedier transition into S phase, stabilizes the timing of chromosome repli-
cation under fluctuating rates of CtrA proteolysis, and may contribute to the
viability of numerousmutant strains. Overall, these results suggest that CtrAU en-
hances the robustness of chromosome replication. More generally, our proposed
regulation of CtrA:Cori dynamics may represent a novel motif for molecular
signaling in cell physiology.

INTRODUCTION

The accurate duplication of chromosomes and their exact partitioning to daughter cells are foundational to

the perpetuation of life. In the freshwater bacterium, Caulobacter crescentus, the cycle of chromosome

replication and partitioning is inextricably linked to an asymmetric cytokinesis process that divides a motile

‘swarmer’ cell from its parental, sessile ‘stalked’ cell. The processes of DNA replication, cell differentiation

and division are managed by four master regulators: CtrA, GcrA, CcrM and DnaA (Laub et al., 2007). These

proteins influence each other and the chromosome origin (Cori), both directly and indirectly, to coordinate

progression through the cell cycle (Figure 1A). Specifically, CtrA�P binds to Cori to inhibit the initiation of

DNA replication (Jacobs et al., 1999; Quon et al., 1998), whereas DnaA-ATP binds to Cori to activate DNA

replication (Wargachuk and Marczynski, 2015). DnaA and CtrA are indispensable for proper regulation of

DNA synthesis. CcrMmethylatesCori, perhaps to increase its activity, although this interaction is not essen-

tial for chromosome replication (Gonzalez et al., 2014). The fourth master regulator, GcrA, does not directly

interact with Cori, but regulates numerous genes involved with the replication machinery (Holtzendorff

et al., 2004). While GcrA is not essential for viability, DgcrA mutants have significantly slower cell cycles

(Murray et al., 2013).

The activities of DnaA and CtrA are tightly regulated by three mechanisms: Gene expression, post-trans-

lational modifications, and proteolysis. First, the promoters of ctrA and dnaA are regulated, in part, by

methylation sites. Upon DNA replication, the chromosome becomes hemi-methylated resulting in reduced

activity of the dnaA promoter and increased activity of the ctrA P1 promoter (Laub et al., 2007; Reisenauer

and Shapiro, 2002). CcrM, in turn, re-methylates these gene-promoter regions in G2 phase of the cell cycle

(Stephens et al., 1996). Additionally, GcrA directly interacts with the ctrA P1 promoter to activate transcrip-

tion (Holtzendorff et al., 2004) and with the dnaA promoter to inhibit transcription (Holtzendorff et al.,

2004). CtrA, in turn, binds to its own P1 promoter to inhibit transcription, but activates transcription from

its P2 promoter (Domian et al., 1999). Second, both CtrA and DnaA have active forms (CtrA�P and

DnaA-ATP) and inactive forms (CtrAU and DnaA-ADP). DnaA-ATP induces chromosome replication (War-

gachuk andMarczynski, 2015); and, promptly after replication is initiated, the active DNA polymerase com-

plex recruits an enzyme, HdaA, that hydrolyzes DnaA-ATP to DnaA-ADP to ensure that the chromosome

replicates only once per cell cycle (Fernandez-Fernandez et al., 2011, 2013). In the pre-replicative phase,

CtrA�P binds with Cori to block chromosome replication (Quon et al., 1998; Reisenauer et al., 1999). At

the G1-S transition, a bifunctional kinase/phosphatase, CckA, dephosphorylates CtrA�P to enable
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Figure 1. Master regulators control progression through the C. crescentus cell cycle

(A) The dimorphic lifestyle of C. crescentus is divided into three phases (G1, S, and G2). G1 is characterized by a swarmer

phenotype, expressing a flagellum and pili. When DNA replication is initiated, the cell transitions into S phase,

simultaneously releasing its swarmer organelles and synthesizing a stalk. As the cell completes DNA replication, the cell

transitions into G2 and synthesizes a flagellum at the new pole. When the cell divides, the stalked daughter cell

immediately enters S phase and the swarmer cell enters G1. This process is orchestrated by the cyclical expression of four

master regulators (DnaA, GcrA, CcrM, and CtrA) and their interactions with each other and with DNA. Barbed arrows

designate positive interactions and blunt connectors represent inhibition. The inner circle indicates the timing of

expression of each master regulator (according to its color code).

(B) The expression pattern of normalized CtrA level at the G1-S transition varies significantly between experiments, but

not much at the S-G2 transition. Vertical red lines separate phases of the cell cycle. Data points represent western blot

data from synchronized populations, quantified with ImageJ (x, Collier et al., 2006, Figure 5A) (-, Holtzendorff et al.,

2004, Figure 3B) (C, McGrath et al., 2006, Figure 3A) (+, Domian et al., 1997, Figure 1A).
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chromosome replication (Chen et al., 2009). The third strategy by which Caulobacter regulates DnaA and

CtrA is proteolysis. DnaA is degraded by Lon and ClpP proteases (Gorbatyuk and Marczynski, 2005; Jonas

et al., 2013) while CtrA is degraded by ClpXP with the help of its associated adaptors, cyclic-di-GMP (cdG),

PopA, RcdA and CpdR (Smith et al., 2014).

Given the variety of regulatory mechanisms governing the activities of DnaA and CtrA, one might expect

consistent, tight control over DnaA and CtrA levels. While this is true for DnaA, it seems not to be so for

CtrA. Comparison of CtrA western blots from different synchronization experiments (Figure 1B) reveals

that CtrA expression at the G1-S transition varies dramatically between populations. While for some syn-

chronized populations CtrA is mostly cleared by 20 min (Collier et al., 2006; Holtzendorff et al., 2004;

Mignolet et al., 2016), in other populations it is not cleared until 40‒60 min after birth of the swarmer
2 iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021
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cell (Domian et al., 1997; McGrath et al., 2006; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008). Importantly, these experiments

all indicate similar timing in the re-accumulation of CtrA (�80 min), in the timing of swarmer-to-stalk differ-

entiation (�30‒40 min), and in total cell cycle times of �140‒160 min, suggesting consistency in the timing

of chromosome replication despite inconsistency in CtrA levels at the G1-S transition. It appears that chro-

mosome replication may be initiated at CtrA concentrations ranging from 0‒80% of maximal expression in

wild type cells. Assuming a swarmer cell volume of 1 mm3 (Harris and Theriot, 2016; Spencer et al., 2009;

Terrana and Newton, 1975) and peak CtrA expression levels of �20,000 molecules (Judd et al., 2003;

Spencer et al., 2009), this corresponds to a range of 0‒24 mM. In agreement with this conclusion, an exper-

iment that simultaneously tracked DNA methylation and CtrA concentration in a synchronized population

showed that chromosome replication was initiated when the CtrA concentration was approximately 50% of

maximal (Quon et al., 1998). These observations contradict the typical narrative of Caulobacter cell-cycle

progression, which posits rapid and complete proteolysis of CtrA at the G1-S transition (Domian et al.,

1997; Hung and Shapiro, 2002; Ryan et al., 2002; Skerker and Laub, 2004).

Various studies report that chromosome replication begins approximately 15 min into the swarmer cell cy-

cle (Brassinga and Marczynski, 2001; Jensen, 2006; Quon et al., 1998). The observed facts of (1) great con-

sistency in the timing of the G1-S transition and (2) inconsistency in CtrA concentration at the G1-S transi-

tion suggest that the timely onset of S phase is primarily a consequence of CtrA�P dephosphorylation

rather than proteolysis. However, CtrA�P has an extremely strong affinity for Cori, Kdz 0.006 mM (Siam

and Marczynski, 2000), which suggests that a very active phosphatase would be required to clear CtrA�P

fromCori. For example, if total CtrA concentration were half maximal (�15 mM), then 50% occupancy ofCori

binding sites by CtrA�P would correspond to a 1/2500 ratio of CtrA�P to CtrAU. While the threshold oc-

cupancy required to inhibit DNA replication is unclear, one study suggests that it may lie somewhere be-

tween 57% and 13% (Taylor et al., 2011). If so, then, under prior conceptions of Cori regulation, CckA phos-

phatase would consistently have to achieve a CtrA�P/CtrAU ratio of 1:2500 (and this is a modest estimate)

at the G1-S transition. Onemay consider that CtrA�P could cling to other DNA binding sites during theG1-

S transition, providing protection for Cori. However, a mathematical analysis of CtrA:DNA binding sug-

gests that other DNA binding sites would make a relatively negligible impact on CtrA binding to Cori

(see ‘‘Considering Increased Complexity of CtrA:DNA Binding’’ in STAR Methods).

Such an intense demand on CckA phosphatase seems far-fetched for three reasons. First, CckA is a bifunc-

tional kinase/phosphatase, and it is unlikely that CckA could be partitioned so completely toward the phos-

phatase form to result in such an extreme CtrA�P/CtrAU ratio. Indeed, evidence suggests that detectable

levels of phosphorylated CckA and CtrA persist throughout the G1-S transition (Beroual et al., 2019; Do-

mian et al., 1997; Jacobs et al., 2003). Second, assuming a swarmer cell volume of 1 mm3 (Harris and Theriot,

2016; Spencer et al., 2009; Terrana and Newton, 1975), a concentration of 0.006 mM corresponds to 3 or 4

CtrA�P molecules per cell. However, there are five CtrA binding sites on Cori, each of which has two CtrA

binding sequences (a total of 10 CtrA binding recognition sequences) (Siam and Marczynski, 2000), so the

Cori binding sites would be less than half occupied at 0.006 mM even if the binding were infinitely strong. In

other words, the physiology of the Cori locus suggests that CtrA�P levels greater than 0.006 mM are

required to saturate Cori. Third, if CtrA�P were to be depleted to such low levels to clear Cori, we would

likely observe highly stochastic timing of chromosome replication, especially considering the variability in

the expression pattern of CtrA among experiments, as even one CtrA�Pmolecule wouldmake a significant

difference in Cori binding. However, as mentioned earlier, the initiation of chromosome replication seems

to be quite tightly regulated.

The incongruencies among these experimental observations merit a closer look into the regulation of CtrA

and its interaction with Cori. In this article, we build a mathematical model to simulate the interactions of

CtrA at Cori site [d] (one of the five CtrA binding sites). We identify a new role for the unphosphorylated

form of CtrA at the G1-S transition; specifically, we propose that CtrAU interacts with Cori (dubbed CtrAU:-

Cori binding) to interfere with CtrA�P:Cori binding. Our simulations suggest that this competitive inhibi-

tion would substantially alleviate the demand on CckA phosphatase (by�70 fold) at the G1-S transition. We

extend our study by developing a detailed mathematical model of the Caulobacter cell cycle to investigate

how the interaction of CtrAU with Cori might impact cell cycle progression. Our model suggests that the

CtrAU:Cori interaction (1) enables a more prompt entry into S phase, (2) ensures consistent timing of chro-

mosome replication given variations in CtrA proteolysis rates, and (3) enhances the robustness of the cell

cycle to various mutations. In the Discussion, we suggest that the roles played by CtrA�P and CtrAU in
iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021 3
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regulating DNA replication may be representative of a more general motif for molecular signaling within

cells.
RESULTS

While CtrA�P is known to repress chromosome replication, how unphosphorylated CtrA fits into the reg-

ulatory picture is not clear. Several mutant strains that eliminate CtrA proteolysis, such as DrcdA, DpopA,

and ctrAD3U, each have normal cell cycles (Domian et al., 1997; Duerig et al., 2009; McGrath et al., 2006). In

contrast, a mutant strain that expresses non-proteolizable CtrA that cannot be inactivated via dephosphor-

ylation, ctrAD51ED3U, exhibits G1 arrest (Domian et al., 1997). Thus, CtrA proteolysis-null strains must be

viable as a consequence of CtrA dephosphorylation at the G1-S transition. However, evidence suggests

that unphosphorylated CtrA binds strongly to Cori. Studying the association of CtrAU with the five Cori

binding sites [a-e], Siam and Marczynski (2000) measured Kd values of 0.2–0.6 mM. In comparison, typical

CtrA expression levels reach �25 mM in pre-divisional cells and �12.5 mM in swarmer cells (Harris and The-

riot, 2016; Judd et al., 2003; Spencer et al., 2009; Terrana and Newton, 1975). Furthermore, CtrA levels are

likely to be higher than normal in CtrA proteolysis-null mutant strains. Intuitively, CtrAU must be bound to

Cori throughout the G1-S transition in these strains. Therefore, we conclude that CtrAU:Cori binding does

not arrest chromosome replication. (See the ‘‘Discussion’’ section for a more extensive evaluation of the

literature.)

As discussed previously, we find it unlikely that in the absence of CtrA proteolysis CckA phosphatase could

reduce CtrA�P to concentrations well below the experimentally measured dissociation constant. However,

given our conclusion that CtrAU:Cori binding does not impair chromosome replication and that CckA phos-

phatase activity must somehow be sufficient for the G1-S transition in CtrA proteolysis-null mutants, we

propose that CtrAU competes with CtrA�P for Cori binding sites to promote chromosome replication.

To investigate this hypothesis, we set out to build a mathematical model of CtrA:Cori binding. We find

that sufficient experimental data from Siam and Marczynski (2000) is available to build a detailed model

at site [d], but not other Cori binding sites. Specifically, the half-site mutation analysis at site [d] provides

us with the necessary data to build a realistic model of site [d] (see STAR Methods ‘‘CtrA:Cori Binding’’).

As Cori binding sites are generally very similar (see Discussion for an in depth reflection), an analysis of

site [d] will also provide key insight into the binding dynamics at other Cori binding sites.
CtrAU competes with CtrA�P for Cori binding sites

CtrA recognizes the nucleic acid sequence TTAA. Each Cori binding site has two CtrA recognition se-

quences, generally characterized as TTAA-N7-TTAA. Mutation experiments at site [d] indicate that the af-

finity of a single CtrA molecule for a single Cori binding site is not affected by phosphorylation, but the

cooperative binding of CtrA molecules to bipartite sites is affected by phosphorylation (Siam andMarczyn-

ski, 2000). Figure 2A illustrates the different possibilities of CtrA binding to a TTAA-N7-TTAA motif along

with their corresponding equilibrium relationships. Note: we assume that the number of CtrA molecules

bound to DNA relative to freely diffusing molecules is negligible, as justified in the STAR Methods.

Using Siam and Marczynski’s experiments on site [d] to parameterize our Cori binding model (see STAR

Methods), we find that our model agrees quite well with their data (Figure S1). We find that the first binding

step of CtrA molecules to site [d] is weak (Kd1z 1.06 mM) and independent of phosphorylation. If the first

occupant is CtrAU, then binding of the second molecule of CtrAU is weakly cooperative (Kd2z 39 nM); how-

ever, if the first occupant is CtrA�P, then binding of the secondmolecule of CtrA�P is strongly cooperative

(Kd3z 0.085 nM). That is to say, the level of cooperativity between CtrA�P molecules is�460-fold stronger

than between CtrAU molecules (Kd3 = Kd2/460). In the absence of data to determine the cooperativity be-

tween CtrA�P and CtrAU for bipartite sites, we assume that the cooperativity is equivalent to the binding

between two CtrAU molecules (Kd2).

Because Kd3<<Kd2, it might seem unlikely that CtrAU competes significantly with CtrA�P for Cori binding

sites at the G1-S transition, but this expectation is unfounded. Using a range of physiologically relevant

concentrations of CtrAU and CtrA�P, we simulate the relative occupancy of theCori site [d]-states depicted

in Figure 2A. The patterns illustrated by the heat maps in Figure 2B show that the concentration of Cori site

[d] saturated by CtrA�P (i.e., [DNA:CtrA�P2]) decreases significantly as the concentration of CtrAU in-

creases. Meanwhile, the concentration of CtrAU bound DNA (i.e., [DNA:CtrAU2]) increases. The
4 iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021



Figure 2. Unphosphorylated CtrA competes with CtrA�P for Cori binding sites

(A) CtrA (unphosphorylated) and CtrA�P bind to Cori site [d] in different combinations. Each combination (or state) is

defined by an equilibrium expression, and the sum of all the different occupation states of Cori h [DNA]T = 1 (by

definition). Estimated values for the dissociation constants are presented in the lower-right corner.

(B) The probability of each possible state (from A) was calculated over a range of concentrations,[CtrAU] and [CtrA�P].

Results are represented by a heatmap, where the color corresponds to the fractional occupancy of the state, as depicted

by the color bar on the right.

(C) [DNA:CtrA�P2] is a function of the [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio and the concentration of all CtrA species (unphosphorylated

and phosphorylated), [CtrA]T = [CtrAU] + [CtrA�P]. dsat reflects the current concentration of DNA:CtrA�P2 divided by the

maximum level possible at the given [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P].

(D) Simulation of the [DNA:CtrA�P2] state as a function of CtrA�P molecules per cell when all CtrA molecules are

phosphorylated. Assumed volume of cell is 1 mm3.

(E) Simulation of [DNA:CtrA�P2] as a function of CtrA�P molecules per cell when unphosphorylated CtrA molecules are

present. In these calculations, [CtrA]T = 15 mM. For an assumed volume of cell of 1 mm3, the number of unphosphorylated

CtrA molecules = 10,000 –number of CtrA�P molecules.

See also Figures S1 and S2.
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concentrations of the other forms (e.g.,[DNA:CtrA�P:CtrAU]) are negligible. These results support our hy-

pothesis that CtrAU can displace CtrA�P at Cori binding sites at physiologically relevant concentrations.

To further investigate how the ratio of CtrAU to CtrA�P, [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P], impacts Cori, we simulate site

[d]-binding over a range of CtrA�P concentrations while holding the ratio constant (Figure 2C, left panel).

We find that [DNA:CtrA�P2] is relatively independent of [CtrA�P] but is highly dependent on [CtrAU]/
iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021 5
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[CtrA�P]. This statement remains true until concentrations of CtrA�P are very low (<0.02 mM), at which

point Cori is rapidly freed from CtrA binding. This result is consistent with the patterns in Figure 2B, as

the shading is relatively constant when moving away from the graph origin in a radial direction. This

behavior emphasizes the importance of CtrAU:Cori binding. While decreasing CtrA�P concentration (short

of complete depletion) has a negligible impact on CtrA�P binding to Cori, adjusting the [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P]

ratio has a large effect, due to the competition between CtrAU and CtrA�P for Cori binding sites.

Next, we compare how [DNA:CtrA�P2] depends on the total CtrA level, [CtrA]T, at several fixed [CtrAU]/

[CtrA�P] ratios (Figure 2C middle panel). Similar to the [DNA:CtrA�P2] vs [CtrA�P] curve (Figure 2C left

panel), [DNA:CtrA�P2] saturates with increasing [CtrA]T, and the saturation limit (or maximum) of

[DNA:CtrA�P2] decreases as [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] increases. We also find that at higher [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ra-

tios, the approach of [DNA:CtrA�P2] to maximum levels is less responsive to increasing [CtrA]T concentra-

tions. However, correct interpretation of these curves is difficult because the maximum value of

[DNA:CtrA�P2] depends on the [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio. To resolve this complication, we define a new

metric, dsat, which measures [DNA:CtrA�P2] relative to the maximum [DNA:CtrA�P2] for a given [CtrAU]/

[CtrA�P] ratio:

dsat =
½DNA : CtrA � P2�

maxð½DNA : CtrA � P2�Þ ;

where max([DNA:CtrA�P2]) is the limiting concentration of DNA:CtrA�P2 at sufficiently large [CtrA]T and

fixed [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio. We estimate the max([DNA:CtrA�P2]) by calculating [DNA:CtrA�P2] when

[CtrA]T = 100 mM. The dsat vs [CtrA]T curve (Figure 2C right panel) clearly shows that as [CtrA]T decreases,

CtrA�P saturation of Cori binding sites (relative to the maximum possible saturation) is cleared at a faster

rate at higher [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratios. Given that max([DNA:CtrA�P2]) is also much lower at higher ratios,

there is a clear synergy between proteolysis (i.e., reducing [CtrA]T) and dephosphorylation (i.e., increasing

the [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio) in determining CtrA�P binding to Cori.

Next, we compare our results to those of Siam and Marczynski, who estimated dissociation constants by

fitting hyperbolic curves, i.e., Kd/(Kd + [CtrA]), to their experimental data. As mentioned, they estimated

that CtrA�P interacts with site [d] with Kd = 0.006 mM, which translates to 3 or 4 CtrA�P molecules per

cell, given a cell volume of 1 mm3. The estimation produced by our model is very similar when CtrAU is ab-

sent, suggesting that site [d] is 50% saturated by CtrA�P at concentrations corresponding to approxi-

mately 6‒12 molecules per cell (Figures 2D and S2). However, when we fix [CtrA]T = 15 mM = 104 molecules

per cell, and vary CtrA�P level (Figure 2E), we find that site [d] is �50% occupied at CtrA�P z 414 mole-

cules per cell (�0.7 mM). This translates to a [CtrA�P]/[CtrAU] ratio of approximately 1:20, which seems far

more achievable for the bifunctional CckA kinase/phosphatase than the ratio of 1:2500 estimated earlier.
Caulobacter cell cycle model is extended to include CtrAU:Cori interaction

In consideration of our findings in the previous section, we now investigate the potential roles of CtrAU:Cori

binding on cell cycle progression in C. crescentus. Inspired by earlier computational models of Li et al.

(2009) and Subramanian et al. (2013), we develop a newmathematical model, based on ordinary differential

equations (ODEs), to capture the dynamics of the molecular mechanism governing progression through

the Caulobacter cell cycle. As with Li’s model, our model encompasses protein-protein interactions, pro-

tein phosphorylation, DNAmethylation, protein-DNA interactions, genetic expression, proteolysis, cytoki-

nesis, and chromosome replication. We also introduce bifunctionality to the histidine kinase/phosphatase

enzymes, PleC and CckA, as was done previously by Subramanian et al. We improve the model’s represen-

tation of CtrA degradation by adding important molecular components, most notably the second-

messenger molecule, cdG, which is an essential component to the CtrA proteolysis complex and interacts

with CckA to induce its phosphatase state. Figure 3 details the regulatory interactions of the model. For a

full description of the model, see STAR Methods.

In light of the experimental diversity of CtrA expression (Figure 1B), we study two different parameteriza-

tions of our model: ‘SLOW’ parameter sets, characterized by sluggish CtrA proteolysis extending well into S

phase (Figure 4A, top panel), and ‘QUICK’ parameter sets, characterized by rapid proteolysis of CtrA at the

G1-S transition (Figure 4B, top panel). Using the fitting procedure explained in STARMethods, we obtained

918 and 1,151 sets of SLOW and QUICK parameters, respectively. Briefly, these parameter sets were opti-

mized by fitting simulations of seventeen variables (Table S1) to time course data for wild-type (WT)
6 iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021



Figure 3. Wiring diagram of the molecular mechanisms underlying the cell cycle model of C. crescentus

Genetic regulation is depicted by a color-coded scheme: for each protein that interacts with a promoter, a box with a plus

or minus sign indicates whether the protein activates or inhibits expression of the gene, respectively, and the color of the

box identifies the regulatory protein (e.g., green = GcrA). Proteins that combine to form complexes are marked by solid

dots on the arms of a T-shaped arrow pointing to the resulting complex (e.g., PopA and RcdA form the PopA:RcdA

complex). The chemical conversion of one molecular species to another is indicated by an arrow (e.g., CtrA to CtrA�P).

Proteolysis is depicted by an arrow from a protein to four black circles. Dashed arrows indicate an ‘influence’ (e.g.,

catalysis) of a protein on a chemical reaction (e.g., PleC dephosphorylates DivK�P). A dashed orange arrow indicates that

one molecule influences the localization of another (e.g., PodJ affects the location of PleC).
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swarmer cells, plotted in Figures 4A, 4B, S3, and S4, and to the phenotypes (viable or arrested) of swarmer

and stalked cells in a collection of 11 mutant strains (red font in Figure 5A).

To assess the predictive power of our model, we simulated swarmer and stalked phenotypes for 24 addi-

tional mutant strains (black font in Figure 5A) and evaluated whether our model correctly predicts the cell

cycle to be viable or arrested. Notably, the viability of certain mutants (such as DgcrA and DccrM) varies

depending on the cell culture medium and the corresponding growth rate. In such scenarios, we consider

the case of slow growth conditions in M2G medium. Details of each mutant strain are found in Table S2.

Figure 5A reports the fraction of simulations that fail to correctly predict strain viability or non-viability

for each mutant strain. Considering mutant strain simulations that correctly predict cell viability more

than 75% of the time to be successful predictions, we find that the QUICK and SLOW parameter sets perform

equally well (88.9% strain success rate in Figure 5B).
Unphosphorylated CtrA interacts with Cori to ensure timely initiation of chromosome

replication

To investigate the impact of CtrAU:Cori binding on cell cycle progression, we first examine the effects of

removing the CtrAU:Cori interaction from WT cells (referred to as a ‘WT�CtrAU:Cori’ simulation) on the
iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021 7



Figure 4. Swarmer cell simulations with both SLOW and QUICK parameter sets fit experimental data well

(A) For 100 randomly selected SLOW parameter sets, we plot swarmer-cell simulations in comparison to experimental data,

using the same color code as in Figure 3. The large spikes in [CckAK] and [CpdR] near the end of the cell cycle (when the Z-

ring closes) are artifacts of our modeling methodology (see STAR Methods for details). Data collected as follows:[CckAK]:

Jacobs et al., (2003), Figure 3A; [CpdR]: Iniesta et al., (2006), Figure 5A;[cdG]: Abel et al., (2013), Figure 7;[SciP]: Tan et al.

2010, Figure 1B;[CcrM]:+, Zhou and Shapiro, 2018, Figure 2A;[CcrM]: -, Grünenfelder et al., 2001, Figure 2;[GcrA]:

Holtzendorff et al., (2004), Figure 3B;[DnaA]: Cheng and Keiler (2009), Figure 2C;[CtrA�P]: Jacobs et al., (2003), Figure 3A

(second data point removed);[CtrA]T: McGrath et al., 2006, Figure 2C. In most graphs, protein concentrations are plotted

relative to the maximum abundance observed in the experimental data. cdG concentration is not normalized, because

absolute concentration was measured in the experiments. CtrAT and CtrA�P concentrations in mM are predictions of our

model; the experimental data (in terms of relative abundances) are scaled by a common factor to align with the predicted

waveform.

(B) Same as (A), for 100 QUICK parameter sets. Experimental data are the same, except for [CtrA]T acquired from Collier

et al., (2006), Figure 5A.

See also Table S1 and Figures S3, S4, and S6.
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timing of chromosome replication (tcr) (see STAR Methods ‘‘Chromosome replication’’ on details of

modeling chromosome replication). We observe large differences in tcr between our WT and WT�CtrAU:-

Cori simulations (Figures 6A and 6C) for the SLOW parameter sets (Dtcr = 23 min) and smaller delays for the

QUICK parameter sets (Dtcr = 2 min). These delays indicate that CtrAU:Cori binding influences the timing of

the G1-S transition, but the degree of influence is a function of the proteolysis rate.

To investigate these findings further, we decreased the rate of proteolysis in QUICK WT simulations to find

that proteolysis makes very little difference in tcr in WT cells (Figure 6D). However, in the WT�CtrAU:Cori

simulations, tcr increases substantially as the proteolysis rate decreases. This suggests that CtrAU:Cori

binding stabilizes the timing of chromosome replication when proteolysis is perturbed.

Next, we investigate the timing of cell division (tdiv) of WT and WT�CtrAU:Cori simulations. We find that

SLOW and QUICK parameter sets predict average delays (Dtdiv) of approximately 15 and 0.53 min, respec-

tively (Figure 6C). The fact that delays in cell division are shorter than delays in chromosome replication

(Dtcr) suggests that delays in the G1-S transition are partially compensated in the S and G2 stages of the

cell cycle. Upon inspection, we found that no single interaction of the model is responsible for this
8 iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021



Figure 5. Parameter sets agree well with experimentally observed viability of mutant strains

(A) For three distinct parameter-set collections (QUICK, SLOW and CORI
�), we plot the fraction (F/T) of total simulations that

failed to correctly predict the phenotype (viable or inviable) of swarmer (SW) and stalked (ST) cells for 34 mutant strains

and wild-type (WT) cells. See Table S2 for details on mutant simulations. For each strain, 150 parameter sets were chosen

at random from each parameter-set collection and simulated for both swarmer and stalked cells. The dotted vertical line

corresponds to an arbitrary threshold (25%) that we use to compute the success rate of predictions for the QUICK, SLOW,

and CORI
� parameter sets. Strains labeled with red font were included in the cost function for estimating parameter values

in the three collections of parameter sets.

(B) QUICK and SLOW parameter sets successfully capture strain viability behavior in 88.6% of all simulated strains; CORI
�

parameter sets are successful in 81.4% of cases. A strain simulation is considered successful if 75% or more of simulations

agree with experimental observations of strain viability/inviability.

(C) Plot of 100 swarmer cell simulations from the CORI
�parameter sets. Experimental data andmethodology is the same as

Figure 4A.

(D) Box plots of the cost distribution for each parameter-set collection. Red horizontal line indicates median cost, blue

box indicates the interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are set to 1.53IQR, and outliers are indicated by red ‘+’ markers.

Medians values are approximately 540, 850, and 12,900 for the QUICK, SLOW, and CORI
� parameter sets, respectively. The

range of the vertical axis hides some outliers of the SLOW and CORI
� boxplots; the greatest costing outliers are�3,600 and

�15,700 for the SLOW and CORI
� parameter sets, respectively.

(E) The average strain viability rate is calculated as the sum of all viable simulations divided by the total number of

simulations for all strains in (A). Simulations were run with and without the CtrAU:Cori interaction as indicated. The fraction

of strains that are reported as viable experimentally (Exp Obs) is reported for comparison.

See also Tables S1 and S2, as well as Figures S5 and S6.
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Figure 6. Chromosome replication and cell division times are influenced by the interaction of unphosphorylated

CtrA with Cori binding sites

(A and B) Bar graphs report the average time from cell division to the initiation of chromosome replication (tcr) and to cell

division (tdiv) in simulations of WT cells, with and without the CtrAU:Cori interaction. Gray bars represent WT–CtrAU:Cori

for SLOW and QUICK parameter sets and represent WT + CtrAU:Cori for CORI
� parameter sets. tcr and tdiv are calculated as

the time difference between the end of the previous cell cycle and the corresponding event time. Negative times for tcr

indicates that chromosome replication begins after the Z-ring closes but before the daughter cells separate. The error

bars indicate standard deviations.

(C) For each cell we compare the WT and WT+/�CtrAU:Cori simulations (as indicated in A and B) and plot the average

differences in chromosome replication time and cell division. Error bars indicate standard deviations.

(D) Timing of chromosome replication was recorded for 150 randomly chosen QUICK parameter sets under different ClpXP

activity levels for WT and WT�CtrAU:Cori simulations. [ClpXP] = 1 represents the basal level in simulations of WT cells.

Simulations were performed by adjusting kd,CtrA1 in accordance with the basal ClpXP activity. Dashed lines and

corresponding equations illustrate the line of best fit for the simulated data points. Error bars indicate the standard

deviations in tcr of each simulation.
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compensation, and we attribute it to synergies within the molecular mechanism driving cell cycle progres-

sion and its inherent robustness.

Given that perturbingCtrAU:Coribinding results in heightened dependency of tcr on theCtrA proteolysis rate,

we speculate that removing CtrAU:Cori interactions will induce G1 arrest in mutants that impair CtrA proteol-

ysis. To evaluate this hypothesis, we simulate each mutant strain without CtrAU:Cori binding and calculate

strain-specific viability (File S1) and the average viability of all strains (Figure 5E). While original SLOW andQUICK

simulations have average strain viability rates of 73% and 71%, respectively, removal of CtrAU:Cori binding re-

sults in average strain viability ratesof 28%and50%, respectively. Thus, our simulations suggest thatCtrAU:Cori

binding contributes significantly tomutant strain viability, especially inparameter setswith slowdegradationof

CtrA. Closer inspection (File S1) reveals that cell-cycle arrest is consistently induced in mutant strains that

directly influence CtrA proteolysis, such asDpopA, ctrAD3U and cdG0 (amutant strain depleted of cdG). How-

ever, the SLOW parameters also exhibit cell-cycle arrest in several mutants that do not directly influence CtrA

proteolysis, such asDpleD andPpleC:Tn. These latter simulations alsopredictG1 arrest (File S1), likely because

these mutations influence proteolysis indirectly. The observation that QUICK�CtrAU:Cori simulations are more

stable than SLOW�CtrAU:Cori simulations is likely a consequence of amore robust CtrA proteolysis response in

QUICK parameter sets. Overall, these results suggest that the CtrAU:Cori interaction makes the cell cycle more

robust tomutations that influenceproteolysis, bothdirectly and indirectly, and therefore contributes to the sta-

bility of the cell cycle control mechanism.
Parameter sets tuned without the CtrAU:Cori interaction alleviate high rates of cell-cycle

arrest but deviate from experimental observations

Because CtrAU:Cori binding makes a significant difference for the timing of chromosome replication and

the stability of the G1-S transition in simulations of mutant strains using both the QUICK and SLOW parameter
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sets, we decided to investigate how the model might behave if we parameterized it without CtrAU:Cori

binding. Thus, we created a new collection of parameter sets, dubbed the CORI
� parameter sets, that

are selected with the same cost function as the SLOW parameter sets but without the CtrAU:Cori interaction.

In Figure 5C, we plot simulations of WT swarmer cells using 100 parameter sets randomly chosen from the

CORI
� collection. We find that while the CORI

� parameter sets fit the experimental data reasonably well, the

cost of CORI
� parameter sets are �20 times higher than the cost of QUICK and SLOW parameter sets (Fig-

ure 5D). Indeed, investigation of CORI
� simulations reveals some unusual characteristics.

First, we observe that the CORI
� parameter sets express high levels of total CtrA, with an average peak con-

centration of 36 mM in swarmer simulations (Figures 5C and S6A). In comparison, SLOW andQUICK parameter

sets have an average swarmer cell peak of 24 mM and 25 mM, respectively (Figures 4A, 4B, and S6A). As

experimental observations report peak CtrA levels approaching 20‒30 mM (Spencer et al., 2009), CORI
�

parameter sets do not perform quite as well as the SLOW and QUICK parameter sets, especially when consid-

ering that the cost function’s targeted peak concentration for [CtrA]T was 25 mM for swarmer cell simula-

tions. While SLOW and QUICK parameter sets, on average, come within 1 mM of the targeted concentration,

the average CORI
� simulation is approximately 11 mM (�44%) higher than the target concentration. Despite

having higher total CtrA levels, CtrA�P concentrations are lower in CORI
� simulations than in QUICK and

SLOW simulations (Figure S6B). These discrepancies suggest that the CORI
� parameter sets struggle to suf-

ficiently phosphorylate CtrA, and therefore require an exaggerated expression of total CtrA to increase the

level of CtrA�P. If true, this would suggest that phosphatase activity of the bifunctional CckA kinase/phos-

phatase is overly emphasized in CORI
� parameter sets. This concern is validated by two observations. (1)

Comparing parameter values among the three parameter-set collections (File S2: Parameter Values), we

find that the activity of CckA phosphatase on CtrA�P is far stronger (by 4- to 8-fold) in the CORI
� parameter

sets than in the QUICK and SLOW parameter sets. (2) The level of CckA kinase, i.e., [CckAK], is completely

depleted at the G1-S transition in CORI
� simulations, which contradicts experimental observations (Fig-

ure 5C). In contrast, QUICK and SLOW simulations show detectable levels of [CckAK] throughout the G1-S

transition (Figures 4A and B).

We further observe that CORI
� simulations exhibit a large spike in cdG at the G1-S transition, with an

average peak of 0.67 mM in swarmer cell simulations (Figures 5C and S6D). In contrast, QUICK and SLOW

parameter sets have average swarmer simulation peaks of 0.32 mM and 0.28 mM at the G1-S transition,

respectively (Figures 4A, 4B, and S6D). As the peak cdG concentration in swarmer cells reaches approxi-

mately 0.27 mMat the G1-S transition (Abel et al., 2013), it is clear that CORI
� parameter sets over emphasize

cdG synthesis.

The last discrepancy we observe is that the total concentration of CtrA, [CtrA]T, depletes far faster in the

CORI
� simulations than in the SLOW simulations (Figures 5C vs. 4A), despite being parameterized against

the same experimental data. We conclude that this is a consequence of the dramatic cdG response in CORI
�

parameter sets, which results in extreme partitioning of CckA toward the phosphatase state, causing rapid

accumulation of unphosphorylated CpdR, the active form of CpdR (Smith et al., 2014). As levels of RcdA and

PopA are already sufficiently high in G1 (Figures S3 and S4), the exaggerated synthesis of cdG in CORI
� sim-

ulations results in rapid accumulation of the CtrA degradation complex (Figures 3 and S5) and speedy pro-

teolysis of CtrA.

Next, we investigate the performance of CORI
� parameter sets on mutant strains. We find that 82% of simu-

lated strains agree with experimentally observed cell viability (Figure 5B). In comparison, SLOW parameter

sets had an 89% success rate. Notably, CORI
� parameter sets predict cell-cycle arrest of the cdG0 mutant

(Figure 5A), i.e., cells that lack cdG. This was a surprising result, as cdG0 is a strain that is penalized by

the cost function. Attempts were made to acquire CORI
� parameter sets that predict viable cdG0 mutants,

but none were successful (see STAR Methods). This implies that despite the heavy penalty, the parameter-

ization algorithm favors parameter sets with ‘non-viable’ cdG0 simulations, indicating that parameter sets

that predict viable cdG0 cells incur greater costs elsewhere. As this was not an issue with QUICK and SLOW

parameter sets, cdGmust be acting as an essential crutch to compensate for the absence of the CtrAU:Cori

interaction in CORI
� parameter sets.

Additional investigation of DrcdA and DpopA (Figure 5A) suggests that when CtrA proteolysis is impaired,

the CORI
� parameter sets have difficulty (failure rates >25%) simulating the cell cycle of stalked cells but not
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of swarmer cells. Moreover, for the DpopA&DpleD strain, the CORI
� parameter sets fail completely (100%)

for both swarmer and stalked simulations. We conclude that when proteolysis is impaired, the G1-S tran-

sition in simulations of CORI
� parameter sets depends on excessive cdG synthesis (via PleD) to induce a dra-

matic CckA phosphatase response in order to sufficiently dephosphorylate CtrA.

In summary, the same parameterization algorithm that provided high-quality parameter sets for the QUICK

and SLOW collections was unable to train the model to fit all of the biological constraints when the CtrAU:-

Cori interaction was removed. The incongruencies between experimental observations and CORI
� simula-

tions point to a dependence on an excessive shift in the ratio of CckA kinase to CckA phosphatase to suf-

ficiently deplete CtrA�P at the G1-S transition. This result supports our previous conclusion that the

competition between CtrAU and CtrA�P for Cori binding sites is an essential interaction for robust regu-

lation of the G1-S transition.
Introducing CtrAU:Cori interactions improves the behavior of CORI
� simulations

We extend our study by introducing the CtrAU:Cori interaction to the CORI
� simulations (see General Simu-

lation Methodology in STAR Methods), and find that the interaction increases overall strain viability from

64% to 76% (Figure 5E). Closer investigation reveals that adding the CtrAU:Cori interaction to CORI
� simu-

lations results in 100% rescue of cdG0 cells fromG1 arrest. We further find that previously mentioned strains

(DrcdA, DpopA and DpopA&DpleD) are all rescued from G1 arrest as well (File S1: Viability and Arrest

Data). These results support our previous conclusion that the CtrAU:Cori interaction makes a significant

contribution toward the robustness of the G1-S transition.

Next, we evaluate the timing of chromosome replication in CORI
� simulations with the addition of CtrAU:-

Cori (Figures 6A and 6C). We find that chromosome replication begins approximately 5‒6 min earlier in the

presence of CtrAU:Cori binding than in its absence. The cell cycle duration was also�2 min shorter in WT+-

CtrAU:Cori (CORI
�) simulations (Figures 6B and 6C). These results also agree with our findings from theQUICK

and SLOW parameter sets that the CtrAU:Cori interaction enables an earlier transition into S phase and a

quicker cell cycle.

By every measure, we find that the discrepancies between the SLOW/QUICK simulations and SLOW�CtrAU:-

Cori/QUICK�CtrAU:Cori simulations are qualitatively the same as the discrepancies between the CORI
�

and CORI
�+CtrAU:Cori simulations. As each parameter set collection is tuned to different experimental

data or under different conditions, this suggests that our results are unlikely to be a consequence of param-

eter choice but are a consequence of the underlying interactions of the model (i.e., the fundamental

biology).
DISCUSSION

In 1998, it was established that CtrA�P inhibits chromosome replication by interacting with five Cori bind-

ing sites, designated [a]-[e] (Quon et al., 1998). More than 20 years later, the role of unphosphorylated CtrA

(CtrAU) on Cori regulation has yet to be determined. Utilizing a mathematical model, trained by experi-

mental data, we demonstrate that CtrAU interacts with Cori binding site [d] to displace CtrA�P at physio-

logically relevant concentrations. Although sufficient experimental data were not available to build accu-

rate models for sites [a], [b], [c] and [e], we contend that CtrAU should influence CtrA�P binding at all

Cori binding sites. First, we note that sites [b]-[e] all exhibit the TTAA-N7-TTAA consensus sequence neces-

sary for cooperative binding of CtrA molecules. Site [a] only differs from the consensus sequence by one

base pair, i.e., TTAA-N7-CTAA (Siam andMarczynski, 2000). Second, affinities measured by Siam andMarc-

zynski suggest that binding sites [a]-[e] have similar dissociation constants for both CtrAU (0.2–0.6 mM) and

CtrA�P (0.003–0.015 mM). Moreover, the CtrA�P binding affinity was consistently �40-fold stronger than

CtrAU binding for sites [a], [c], [d], and [e]. Site [b], however, measured 100-fold stronger for CtrA�P

than CtrAU. Nonetheless, we expect this difference to be of a quantitative nature while maintaining the

same qualitative behavior. For instance, our results suggest that CtrAU can reasonably displace CtrA�P

from site [d] when the [CtrA�P]/[CtrAU] ratio is greater than 1:20. Based on the binding affinities reported

by Siam and Marczynski, we may roughly extrapolate our results to predict that CtrAU can displace CtrA�P

from site [b] at ratios greater than 1:60 (�33 greater than site [d]). In comparison, if CtrAU did not compete

with CtrA�P for Cori binding sites, CckA would have to achieve a CtrA�P:CtrAU ratio of roughly 1:5000 to

clear site [b], given a total CtrA concentration of �15 mM.
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Given that CtrAU competes with CtrA�P for Cori binding sites, what then is the significance of this interac-

tion? We propose that the initiation of chromosome replication is far more likely when Cori is bound by

CtrAU than when bound by CtrA�P, and thereby CtrAU can enhance Cori activity by displacing CtrA�P.

Although no experiment, to the best of our knowledge, has explicitly investigated if chromosome replica-

tion can be initiated while Cori is occupied by unphosphorylated CtrA, we raise three arguments, based on

the Caulobacter literature, that CtrAU does not impair chromosome replication.

1) CtrA proteolysis-null mutants (e.g.,DrcdA,DpopA, and ctrAD3U) progress through the cell cycle nor-

mally by means of dephosphorylating CtrA at the G1-S transition (Domian et al., 1997; Duerig et al.,

2009; McGrath et al., 2006). In the absence of CtrA proteolysis, we would expect the concentration of

CtrA at the G1-S transition in these mutants to be similar to or greater than the peakWT CtrA level of

20–30 mM (Spencer et al., 2009). Because CtrAU binds very strongly to Cori binding sites (Kdz 0.2–

0.6 mM) (Siam and Marczynski, 2000), they should be nearly 100% occupied by CtrAU when [CtrAU]

> 4 mM and [CtrA�P] < 0.4 mM (Figure 2B). This reasoning suggests that CtrAU should completely

occupy Cori binding sites at the G1-S transition in CtrA proteolysis-null mutants, thus suggesting

that chromosome replication is not impeded by CtrAU:Cori binding.

2) This first argument would be discredited if some other molecule competes with CtrAU and CtrA�P

for Cori binding sites and displaces CtrAU at the G1-S transition in proteolysis-null mutants. To the

best of our knowledge, there are no known competitors of CtrA binding at sites [a], [b] and [d], but

DnaA is known to compete for binding at sites [c] and [e]. Nonetheless, binding studies (Siam and

Marczynski, 2000; Spencer et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2011) suggest that DnaA does not interact

strongly enough with sites [c] and [e] to displace CtrAU (see ‘‘CtrA/DnaA Competitive Binding’’ in

STAR Methods for detailed explanation).

3) Flow cytometry on a population of PxylX:ctrA cells (which express WT CtrA from a xylose-inducible

promoter) reveals an even distribution of cells with one and two chromosomes, indicating a normal

cell cycle, and a similar distribution was observed for PxylX:ctrAD3U cells that overexpress CtrAD3U,

a non-proteolizable form of CtrA (Domian et al., 1997). Despite the overexpression, CtrAD3U does

not impede chromosome replication because it is dephosphorylated at the G1-S transition. In com-

parison, PxylX:ctrAD51ED3U cells are arrested in G1 (Domian et al., 1997), because they are express-

ing a constitutively active form of CtrA (CtrAD51E) that cannot be degraded. Importantly, while

CtrAD51E behaves like CtrA�P in terms of activity, CtrAD51E was shown to bind with similar affinity

as CtrAU to Cori binding sites (Siam and Marczynski, 2003). Thus, we expect CtrAD51ED3U to bind

with similar affinity as CtrAU but behave like CtrA�P when bound to Cori. Given that PxylX:ctrA-

D51ED3U and PxylX:ctrAD3Uwere exposed to the same concentration of xylose, we can also assume

that the concentrations of CtrAD51ED3U and CtrAD3U in their respective mutants were very similar.

Since CtrAD51ED3U and unphosphorylated CtrAD3U interact with Cori with similar affinity and

should have similar concentrations, and since PxylX:ctrAD51ED3U mutant cells are clearly arrested

in G1, we conclude that CtrA molecules must be interacting strongly with Cori in both mutants

and that true differences exist between the activity of CtrAU and CtrA�P bound Cori. Moreover,

the distribution of chromosomes of PxylX:ctrAD3U cells is indistinguishable from pXylX:ctrA cells

(which degrade CtrA via proteolysis at the G1-S transition), which suggests that the difference in ac-

tivity between CtrAU bound Cori and CtrA-free Cori is negligible.

How might CtrAU bind to Cori without disrupting chromosome replication? To address this question, we

first review the physiology of the Cori locus (Figure 7A). As previously mentioned, CtrA�P represses

Cori by attaching to five binding sites, designated [a]-[e] (Quon et al., 1998). The activity ofCori is promoted

via the strong promoter Ps, which controls downstream hemE activity and is essential for chromosome

replication (Marczynski et al., 1995; Siam and Marczynski, 2000). DnaA-ATP interacts with two moderately

strong ‘G’ boxes and five weak ‘W’ boxes to unwind DNA and recruit other proteins (e.g., helicase) to

initiate chromosome replication (Taylor et al., 2011). It is known that CtrA�P binds to sites [a] and [b] to

inhibit the essential strong promoter Ps and repress chromosome replication (Quon et al., 1998; Siam

and Marczynski, 2000). However, CtrAU must not impair chromosome replication; otherwise, the ctrAD3U

mutant (and similar mutants) would exhibit G1 arrest. Similar behavior has been documented before. At the

ctrA promoter, P1, it was shown that CtrA�P binds to inhibit transcription, while CtrAU binds to P1 with

similar affinity without disrupting transcription (Spencer et al., 2009). Site [c] overlaps with the DnaA G2

box and a binding site for integration host factor (IHF), a protein that presumably promotes chromosome
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Figure 7. Cori physiology and regulation

(A) The Cori locus consists of five methylation sites (m), five weak DnaA binding sites (w), two moderate affinity G boxes

(G1 and G2), five CtrA binding sites ([a]-[e]) and an IHF binding site overlapping G2 and site [c]. The strong promoter (Ps) is

regulated via binding of CtrA�P to sites [a]-[c]. CtrA�P inhibits Cori activity while DnaA-ATP promotes activity. Dashed

lines indicate influencing interactions, arrow heads designate activation and flat heads designate inhibition. Solid arrows

pointing from one molecular species to another designate molecular transformation (i.e., a chemical reaction). HdaA

converts DnaA-ATP to DnaA-ADP while CckA phosphatase (CckAPhos) converts CtrA�P to CtrAU. We provide

computational evidence that CtrAU displaces CtrA�P for Cori binding sites to promote chromosome replication. We

suspect that DnaA-ADP displaces DnaA-ATP to inhibit a second round of chromosome replication but do not provide

computation evidence (uncertainty indicated with ‘?’).

(B) For any pair of species X and Y, where Y binds with A to induce some activity but X does not, enzyme E can inhibit this

activity by converting Y to X. Intuitively, the efficiency of E for inhibiting activity is enhanced if X can also bind with A

without inducing activity. Thus, E simultaneously reduces the concentration of Y and A to deplete the YA complex.

Binding interactions are illustrated as lines with solid bulbs pointing to the binding partners and arrows pointing to the

resulting complex. Solid arrows indicate conversion of one species to another and dashed arrows indicate influential

interactions. Green, yellow, and red color coded ‘Activity’ indicate high, medium, and low activity, respectively.
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replication. It was shown that active CtrA can displace both IHF and DnaA from site [c] (Siam et al., 2003;

Taylor et al., 2011). If CtrAU can displace CtrA�P from site [c], we might expect CtrAU to displace IHF

and DnaA as well, which would make CtrAU a repressor at site [c]. One study showed that mutations at

site [c] resulted in significant increases in Ps transcription (i.e., enhances Cori activity), while a site [c]

knock-out strain is viable but cell proliferation slows down significantly (Siam et al., 2003). It is unclear if

the cell cycle defects in the site [c] knock-out strain are a consequence of reduced Ps activity or impaired

binding of DnaA and IHF. However, neither IHF nor DnaA binding to G2 are essential for chromosome

replication (Siam et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2011). Based on these results, we propose two scenarios. (1)

CtrAU may prohibit binding of IHF and DnaA at site [c] but does allow transcription from Ps. In contrast,

CtrA�P must repress Ps activity via site [c]. In this scenario, CtrAU displacement of CtrA�P would alleviate

repression of Ps but would continue to repress IHF and DnaA binding in the neighborhood of site [c]. (2)

CtrAU interacts differently than CtrA�P with DnaA and IHF to allow them to bind at site [c]. More research

will be necessary to understand the binding of these proteins in the neighborhood of site [c]. Site [d] is also

a mystery, as the mechanism by which CtrA�P inhibits chromosome replication at site [d] is not docu-

mented, to the best of our knowledge. However, Caulobacter cells expressing Cori-cloned plasmids

showed a significant increase in plasmid replication when site [d] was knocked out (Bastedo and Marczyn-

ski, 2009), indicating that site [d] is important to repress Cori activity. Site [e] is located �4 bp from the

essential DnaA box G1. It was shown that active CtrA displaces DnaA from G1 and adjacent W sites (Taylor

et al., 2011). As binding of DnaA to the G1 box is essential for the initiation of chromosome replication, and

the ctrAD3U strain has a normal cell cycle, CtrAU must not impair DnaA binding to G1. Somehow, the phos-

phorylation of CtrA must cause a conformational change that blocks DnaA from binding to G1, either

directly or indirectly.

Regardless of the mechanisms involved, the cumulative evidence from the literature and this work suggest

that CtrAU competes with CtrA�P for Cori binding sites at physiologically relevant concentrations to
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promote chromosome replication. Indeed, we find that the CtrAU:Cori interaction dramatically influences

CtrA�P:Cori binding dynamics. Our model suggests that the fraction of CtrA�P saturated Cori binding

sites, [DNA:CtrA�P2], is relatively independent of the cellular concentration of CtrA�P but strongly depen-

dent on the [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio (Figure 2C), due to the competition between CtrA�P and CtrAU for Cori

binding sites. This result has profound implications for the role of CckA at the G1-S transition. It was pre-

viously thought that CtrA dephosphorylation and proteolysis are redundant mechanisms and that the func-

tion of CckA phosphatase was simply to clear CtrA�P at the G1-S transition (Abel et al., 2011; Taylor et al.,

2009). Yet, our calculations (Figure 2C) indicate that falling concentrations of CtrA�P have a negligible

impact on CtrA�P:Cori binding until [CtrA�P] is extremely low (<0.02 mM). We propose that such complete

dephosphorylation of CtrA would be challenging for CckA, as it is a bifunctional enzyme and retains some

kinase activity at the G1-S transition (Jacobs et al., 2003). Instead, due to the competitive binding of CtrAU

and CtrA�P to Cori, CckA can dramatically relieve Cori from inhibition by CtrA�P by manipulating the

[CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio, and this effect is relatively independent of the total concentration of CtrA (unless

[CtrA]T< 0.5 mM). This result provides new insights into the efficiency of CtrA regulation and further explains

why a wide range of CtrA expression patterns are observed at the G1-S transition (Figure 1B). By manipu-

lating the ratio of CckA kinase to CckA phosphatase, Caulobacter can adjust the ratio of CtrAU to CtrA�P

independently of the total concentration of CtrA. Thus, we suspect that the total concentration of CtrA at

the G1-S transition has a minimal impact on cell cycle progression when CckA is functioning normally.

To further investigate the implications of CtrAU:Cori binding, we developed a detailed mathematical

model of the molecular mechanisms driving events of the Caulobacter cell cycle. We parameterized our

model to three separate conditions (i.e., SLOW, QUICK and CORI
�). Both SLOW and QUICK parameter sets

include CtrAU:Cori binding, but they are tuned separately to expression patterns with slow and quick pro-

teolysis of CtrA at the G1-S transition. The CORI
� parameter sets were parameterized without CtrAU:Cori

binding and with slow CtrA proteolysis data. Despite being parameterized to the same data, we find

that the SLOW parameter sets fit the ‘slow’ CtrA degradation pattern very well, but the CORI
� parameter

sets demand rapid degradation of CtrA at the G1-S transition. Additionally, we find that the CORI
� param-

eter sets require supra-physiological levels of cdG in order to induce supra-physiological activity of CckA

phosphatase (Figures 4A and 5C). These results support our contention that the total concentration of CtrA

at the G1-S transition has a negligible impact on cell cycle progression due to CtrAU:Cori binding and

normal CckA functioning. The fact that CORI
� parameter sets have distinct abnormalities also suggests

that the competition of CtrAU with CtrA�P for Cori binding sites is an essential interaction to explain

the cumulative observations of cell cycle progression in C. crescentus.

When we remove CtrAU:Cori binding from SLOW and QUICK parameter sets, we find that the timing of chro-

mosome replication is consistently delayed, but these delays are significantly greater in the SLOW parameter

sets (Dtcrz 23 min) than in QUICK parameter sets (Dtcrz 2 min). The large difference in delays is evidence

that the timing of the G1-S transition is highly dependent on CtrA proteolysis when CtrAU:Cori binding is

compromised. However, the fact that QUICK parameter sets, characterized by rapid proteolysis of CtrA, still

exhibit consistent delays in the onset of chromosome replication when the CtrAU:Cori interaction is

removed suggests one of two scenarios: either (1) CtrAU displacement of CtrA�P atCori typically precedes

proteolysis; or (2) CtrA dephosphorylation and proteolysis act cooperatively, in a CtrAU:Cori dependent

manner, to disrupt CtrA�P:Cori binding. In support of the second scenario, our analysis of CtrA binding

to Cori site [d] did suggest some cooperativity between reducing [CtrA]T to low levels and manipulating

the [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio (Figure 2C). However, when we decreased the rate of proteolysis in QUICK WT

simulations, we found very mild delays in chromosome replication (Dtcrz 0.5 min), suggesting that the

timing of chromosome replication is relatively independent of proteolysis under normal conditions. In

contrast, the removal of CtrAU:Cori binding resulted in a roughly 2 min delay in chromosome replication.

This result supports the first scenario, where CtrAU displaces CtrA�P at Cori prior to significant proteolysis

(even if proteolysis is very quick). This scenario makes sense when considering the biochemistry of

C. crescentus. CckA kinase/phosphatase dictates the phosphorylation of both CtrA and CpdR (Biondi

et al., 2006a; Chen et al., 2009). Thus, CtrA�P and CpdR�P are simultaneously dephosphorylated at the

G1-S transition. CpdR, in its unphosphorylated state, localizes to the old pole where it interacts with ClpXP

(Iniesta et al., 2006). The CpdR:ClpXP complex must then recruit other adaptors (PopA, RcdA and cdG)

before CtrA proteolysis can begin (Duerig et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2014), and then it takes several minutes

before CtrA levels are completely depleted (Domian et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2014). In contrast, there is no

lag between the dephosphorylation of CtrA and its ability to compete with CtrA�P for Cori binding sites.
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Therefore, since CtrA�P and CpdR�P are dephosphorylated simultaneously, CtrAU should have ample

time to displace CtrA�P from Cori binding sites before proteolysis dominates CtrA behavior.

Investigation of mutant simulations of all three parameter set categories (i.e., SLOW, QUICK and CORI
�) re-

vealed that the CtrAU:Cori interaction is necessary for the viability of several mutant strains, including

cdG0, DpopA and DrcdA. We report that when CtrAU:Cori binding was removed from simulations, overall

strain viability dropped by 46% in SLOW parameter sets and 21% in QUICK parameter sets. Additionally, over-

all strain viability increased by 12% when adding CtrAU:Cori binding to CORI
� simulations (Figure 5E). We

point out that the SLOW and QUICK results are likely more accurate in terms of predicting viability than the

CORI
�parameter sets, given that CORI

� simulations do not fit biological observations quite as well. Impor-

tantly, despite the cdG0 mutant being a penalized strain of the cost function, 100% of CORI
�parameter sets

failed to capture cdG0 viability. However, simply introducing the CtrAU:Cori interaction to CORI
� simula-

tions resulted in recovery of the cdG0 mutant from G1 arrest. A closer investigation into other mutant sim-

ulations revealed that the absence of the CtrAU:Cori interaction frequently led to G1 arrest in mutants that

have impaired proteolysis. Conclusively, these results suggest that the CtrAU:Cori interaction is necessary

to explain observed mutant viability behavior. As pointed out previously, the competition of CtrAU and

CtrA�P for Cori binding sites changes the dynamics of CtrA�P:Cori binding from being a simple function

of CtrA�P concentration to being a function of the [CtrAU]/[CtrA�P] ratio. This leads to greater efficiency of

CckA phosphatase at the G1-S transition, which seems to be necessary for a dephosphorylation-depen-

dent G1-S transition. In other words, the competitive binding of CtrAU to Cori is necessary for CckA phos-

phatase to sufficiently clear Cori of CtrA�P in the absence of total proteolysis. Thus, the CtrAU:Cori inter-

action significantly enhances the robustness of the G1-S transition.

In conclusion, we have provided computational evidence that CtrAU contributes to a speedier and more

robust G1-S transition by competing with CtrA�P for binding to Cori sites [a]-[e]. This competitive interac-

tion between CtrAU and CtrA�P dramatically increases the efficacy of CckA phosphatase in regulating

DNA replication. While this study has focused on CtrA:Cori binding dynamics, we suggest that similar mo-

lecular interactions may have been overlooked for other molecular species within Caulobacter and other

organisms as well. Thus, we propose in Figure 7B a general motif for molecular signaling in cell physiology.

A molecule X is converted to molecule Y which binds with an activator A to induce its activity. An enzyme E

converts Y back to X which does not associate with A. In this scenario, enzyme E reduces the ’activity’ by

depleting Y and reducing the concentration of the Y:A complex. However, the efficiency of E in impairing

A’s activity can be enhanced if X competes with Y for A-binding sites, but does not induce activity. In this

case, E (the signal) depletes the Y:A complex by simultaneously reducing the availability of both Y and A. As

biological systems are pruned for efficiency by natural selection, we propose that for a signal-response

motif like the central panel of Figure 7B, there may be selective pressure for molecule X to bind compet-

itively to A.

In addition to the case {X, Y, A, E} = {CtrAU, CtrA�P,Cori, CckA phosphatase} considered in detail here, we

can think of two additional examples in C. crescentus that have not yet been investigated. First, ctrA pro-

moters P1 and P2 have similar binding affinities for CtrA�P and CtrAU, yet CtrAU does not influence ctrA

activity in the same manner as CtrA�P (Spencer et al., 2009). No one, to the best of our knowledge, has

investigated the dynamics of competition between CtrAU and CtrA�P for ctrA promoters P1 and P2. But

if CtrAU and CtrA�P have similar binding affinities for ctrA promoters then they should compete for binding

sites on P1 and P2. Because CtrAU does not directly affect ctrA P1 or P2 activity and CtrA�P does, CtrAU is

likely a competitive inhibitor of CtrA�P with regards to ctrA regulation. In a similar vein, it is known that

both DnaA-ADP and DnaA-ATP can bind to Cori with comparable affinity (Taylor et al., 2011), but Cori is

less active after DnaA-ATP hydrolysis (Collier and Shapiro, 2009), suggesting that DnaA-ADP does not pro-

mote chromosome replication. As HdaA hydrolyzes DnaA-ATP to DnaA-ADP immediately after DNA repli-

cation is initiated in order to avoid a second round of chromosome replication (Collier and Shapiro, 2009),

DnaA-ADP should displace DnaA-ATP from Cori binding sites as the ratio shifts in favor of DnaA-ADP.

Therefore, we suspect that DnaA-ADP may act as a competitive inhibitor to DnaA-ATP at Cori just as CtrAU

does with CtrA�P. In our model, we do not simulate DnaA-ADP binding to Cori, because we could not find

quantitative experiments necessary to estimate kinetic constants. In our model, DnaA-ATP must be hydro-

lyzed extremely quickly by HdaA to ensure that a second round of chromosome replication does not begin

(Figures S3–S5). We suspect that, in reality, DnaA-ATP is not hydrolyzed as quickly as in our model. Just as

parameterizing our model without the CtrAU:Cori interaction (i.e., the CORI
� parameter sets) resulted in the
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dubiously high activity of CckA phosphatase, the improbably high rate of DnaA-ATP hydrolysis in our

model may be a consequence of neglecting the DnaA-ADP:Cori interaction. Competitive displacement

of DnaA-ATP from Cori by DnaA-ADP should increase the efficiency of the HdaA enzyme, just as our model

suggests that the CtrAU:Cori interaction enhances the efficiency of CckA. We urge experimental biologists

to consider such potential interactions in the future and emphasize the need for investigation of the roles of

unphosphorylated CtrA in the Caulobacter cell cycle. We point out that the validity of our results and anal-

ysis hinges on our assumption that CtrA�P and CtrAU have different effects when interacting withCori, and

we encourage experimental biologists to test this assumption in Caulobacter cells.
Limitations of study

As with any systems biology study, the accuracy of our predictions is limited by the underlying assumptions

of our model. The most notable assumption is that CtrAU does not impair chromosome replication in the

same manner as CtrA�P when interacting with Cori. While much indirect evidence supports this key

assumption (see Discussion) there is no direct evidence to support it. If future experimental studies validate

this assumption, then our conclusions pertaining to the role of CtrAU in the G1-S transition will be increas-

ingly secure. Another notable assumption is that DnaA cannot compete with CtrA�P or CtrAU forCori bind-

ing sites at physiological concentrations. Again, while indirect evidence may support this assumption,

direct evidence is lacking. Moreover, the way that we model the timing of chromosome replication relies

on the integration of a threshold function that in itself relies on assumptions on the quantitative nature

by which CtrA and DnaA influence the probability of chromosome replication (See ‘‘Chromosome replica-

tion’’ in STAR Methods). Our approach may provide a reasonable estimate for the timing of chromosome

replication, but a more detailed mechanistic model could improve its accuracy. With this said, further

experimental research concerning the mechanisms regulating chromosome replication in Caulobacter is

needed to derive a more accurate mechanistic model.

Other limitations of theoretical studies like ours pertain to the methods whereby the model is parameter-

ized and analyzed. Limitations due to parameter choices are largely mitigated by including thousands of

parameter sets and three different classes of parameterization criteria (i.e., SLOW, QUICK and CORI
�) in our

analysis. However, as our model is parameterized to timescales pertaining to growth on nutrient-limited

media (e.g., M2G), our results regarding the timing of chromosome replication and mutant viability should

be generalized to other conditions with caution.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

ImageJ Schneider et al. (2012) https://imagej.net

MATLAB The MathWorks Inc. R2019a

Caulobrowser Lasker et al. (2016a) http://web.stanford.edu/group/

golden_gate_clon/cgi-bin/index/index.py

Modeling and analysis scripts This Paper https://github.com/bronsonweston/

CaulobacterModel
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Yang Cao (ycao@cs.vt.edu).
Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d No raw data was collected for this study. All results were produced from deterministic simulations. Our

results, tables, and figures can be reproduced by running our data and figure generating pipelines, which

are easily accessible through our publically available code.

d All of the code used for simulations and figure generation can be found at https://github.com/

bronsonweston/CaulobacterModel.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS

General simulation methodology

All simulations and quantitative analyses were conducted with customized MATLAB R2019a scripts, unless

otherwise stated. Each cell cycle simulation was carried out utilizing MATLAB’s ode15s for 1600 simulated

minutes. A full list of equations governing the cell cycle model is specified in the section ‘‘Equations and

Simulation Events Governing Cell Cycle Model’’. The presence/absence of CtrAU:Cori binding in each

simulation is dictated by the parameter, sCtrAU:Cori. For QUICK, SLOW and CORI
�+CtrAU:Cori simulations,

sCtrAU:Cori is set to zero. For QUICK�CtrAU:Cori, SLOW�CtrAU:Cori, and CORI
� simulations, sCtrAU:Cori is set

to one.

In the following text we specify the biology and methodology behind our cell cycle equations. As precise

concentrations of most Caulobacter proteins are unknown, we do not assign specific concentration units to

each variable. Notable exceptions are CtrA and cdG, which do have experimentally measured

concentrations.
General ODE structure

We gather information on the promoters of each gene from the online database CauloBrowser (Lasker et

al., 2016a). Since CauloBrowser indicates whether a protein binds to a promoter site, but often does not

specify the nature of the protein’s influence over the gene’s activity, we determine the nature of a given

gene-protein interaction by referring to the literature, when possible, and comparing the expression of
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mRNA (via the CauloBrowser tool) with the expression of proteins that influence the gene of interest. It is

often straightforward to determine if a transcription factor inhibits or activates a gene.

The differential equation for the rate of change of a protein, P, takes the standard form:

d½P�
dt

= ks;P$h$

 Y
aεA

½TF�na + εP;a$JnP;a
½TF�na + JnP;a

! Y
iεI

εP;i$½TF�ni + JnP:i
½TF�ni + JnP;i

!
� ðkd;P + mÞ½P�+ f ;

where the first term dictates the rate of synthesis, the second term dictates the rate of degradation/dilution

and the third term, f, represents the rates of all other interactions that influence the production and removal

of the protein. Synthesis and degradation rate constants are denoted ks and kd, respectively, and m denotes

the specific rate of dilution of a component due to cell growth. When several different proteins interact at a

promoter site to regulate the synthesis of P, we assume that the total promoter activity is the product of

individual protein contributions (AND logic rather than OR logic). Here, A and I represent the collection

of all proteins that activate and inhibit the gene, respectively. JP,a and JP,i are the concentrations of the tran-

scription factors ‘a’ and ‘i’ that correspond to half-maximal influence over synthesis of P. For transcription

factors that do not have complete control over a gene’s transcription we introduce a parameter ε, 0%ε% 1.

We typically set ε to zero unless an alternative value is necessary to explain biologically observed behaviors.

The parameter, n, dictates the degree of cooperativity of transcription factors in influencing promoter ac-

tivity. Unless the literature suggests otherwise, we assume that each transcription factor has only one bind-

ing site on a given promoter, and set n = 1. However, promoter sites targeted by CtrA often have two bind-

ing sites that interact cooperatively. Such binding motifs are called ‘‘full’’, while promoters with only one

CtrA binding site are called ‘‘half’’ (Zhou et al., 2015). The CauloBrowser online database designates

each promoter site as a ‘‘full’’ or ‘‘half’’ motif (Lasker et al., 2016a), and we set n = 1 and n = 2 for ‘‘half’’

and ‘‘full’’ motifs, respectively. Finally, h represents the influence of methylation on promoter activity.

For genes that are more active when hemi-methylated, h = 1 � mp(2MP�1), and for genes that are more

active when fully methylated, h = 1 + 2mP(MP�1), Here, Mp represents the methylation state of the

gene: MP = 1 when fully methylated and MP = 0.5 when hemi-methylated, and mP is a parameter that dic-

tates the degree by which the methylation state influences the promoter activity of P, where 0 <mP% 1. For

genes that do not have a methylation site and genes that do not seem to be influenced by methylation, we

set mP = 0.

Importantly, the methylation stateMP of a gene acts like a switch. When CcrM is sufficiently active ([CcrM] =

0.65 in our simulations), all hemi-methylated genes become methylated. Because genes transition from

fully methylated to hemi-methylated when the chromosome replication fork passes through the gene (Koz-

don et al., 2013), we must keep track of the progression of the replication fork, by means of the variable

Elong,

d½Elong�
dt

= kElong$RepSwitch:

RepSwitch = 1 or 0 when the chromosome is replicating or not replicating, respectively. [Elong] also ranges

from 0 to 1, representing the fraction of the chromosome that has been replicated. When [Elong] = 1, chro-

mosome replication has been completed, and RepSwitch and [Elong] are reset to 0. Referring to the Cau-

loBrowser database (Lasker et al., 2016a), we note the location LG of each gene containing a methylation

site. (LG = fractional location of gene G along the chromosome.) When [Elong] = LG, the methylation status

of the gene changes from 1 to 1/2. LG values are specified in the ‘‘Equations and Simulation Events Govern-

ing Cell Cycle Model’’ section.
Protein complexes and phosphorylation

Protein binding and phosphotransferase reactions are modeled with mass action kinetics. We assume that

such reactions are at pseudo-steady state, as these reactions are much faster than those pertaining to ge-

netic regulation and protein synthesis. Enzymatic reactions, such as phosphorylation and proteolysis, are

typically described by:

S + E%k1
k�1

S : E/
kcat

E+P;
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where S is the substrate, E is the enzyme, and P is the product (although there is often no product worth

tracking for proteolysis). If the substrate concentration is much greater than the enzyme concentration,

then the rate of this reaction is given by the Michaelis-Menten equation,

d½P�
dt

= ks;P
½E�T½S�
½S�+KM

:

TheMichaelis constant, KM = (k�1 + kcat)/k1, is defined in terms of the forward and reverse rate constants for

the enzyme-substrate binding reaction, and the catalytic rate constant for the step S:E/ E + P. Here, ks,P =

kcat. However, in the context of several protein-protein reactions in the Caulobacter cell cycle control

network, the concentrations of the ‘substrate’ and the ‘enzyme’ are similar, and the Michaelis-Menten

rate law cannot be used (Cha, 1970). To simplify things in this context, we assume that kcat>>k1>>k�1, in

which case

d½P�
dt

= ks;P½E�½S�;

where ks,P = k1, i.e., the reaction is rate-limited by the enzyme-substrate binding step. An advantage of this

assumption is that we can model different reactions independently, even if the same substrate is targeted

by multiple enzymes or if the same enzyme targets multiple substrates. We use this approach for modeling

DivJ and PleC phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of DivK and PleD.

Phosphotransferase kinetics take the form:

A � P + B4A+B � P:

If A is a histidine kinase, such as CckA kinase, we can assume that the reaction is not reversible, and A is

immediately re-phosphorylated by ATP after offering its phosphate group to B. In this scenario, [B � P] ac-

cumulates at a rate of:

d½B � P�
dt

= kf ½A�T½B�;

where kf is the forward reaction rate constant and [A]T = [A � P] + [A] z[A � P]. Similarly, if A is a histidine

phosphatase, such as CckA phosphatase, we assume that A�P is dephosphorylated immediately after it is

phosphorylated and the reaction is non-reversible such that:

d½B�
dt

= kr½A�T½B � P�;

where kr is the reverse reaction rate constant and [A]T = [A � P] + [A] z[A].

To model protein complexes, A+B4C;we utilize two approaches. 1) If the binding is very strong, then the

more dilute protein (say, B) is negligible in the free form compared to the bound form, such that:

½C� = min
�½A�T; ½B�T�= ½B�T;

½A� = ½A� � ½B� ;
F T T
½B�F = 0 :

Here, [C] is the protein complex concentration, while [A]F and [B]F are the concentrations of the free forms

of A and B, respectively. We utilize this method for modeling the interaction of DgcB with PdeA. Alterna-

tively, 2) we solve for the equilibrium concentrations of the reaction

A + B4C;

where [A] = [A]T–[C] and [B] = [B]T–[C]. The solution for this system at equilibrium is:

½C� =
½A�T + ½B�T + 1

KC
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
½A�T + ½B�T + 1

KC

�2

� 4$½A�T$½B�T
s

2

where KC = kf/kr, is the equilibrium binding constant of the complex. While this approach is more compli-

cated than the previous approach, it is capable of capturing a range of system behaviors. We use it to

model interactions that are key to regulating master regulator CtrA, such as [RcdA:PopA] and [CckA:DivL].
24 iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021
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Localization

In many instances, enzymes localize to the poles of C. crescentus, while their substrates are freely diffusing.

Although our model is based on ordinary differential equations (ODE), we are able to capture the effects of

polar localization by assuming that diffusion of substrates in the cytoplasm is very fast. For an enzyme-cata-

lyzed reaction occurring at a pole, we introduce a local volume VL distinct from the volume V of the entire

cell. For a molecule X that is freely diffusing, its local concentration [X]L is the same as its cellular concen-

tration [X], but for a molecule that is entirely localized to VL,[X] = VL[X]L/V. The rate that a product accumu-

lates in the local volume is defined as

d½P�L
dt

= ks;P
½E�L½S�L
½S�L +KM

:

If the substrate is freely diffusing but the enzyme is localized to VL, then

d½P�L
dt

= ks;P$½E�$
�
V

VL

�
$

½S�
½S�+KM

;

And, therefore, the rate that a freely diffusing product accumulates in the entire cell volume is:

d½P�
dt

= ks;P$½E�$ ½S�
½S�+KM

:

Thus, d[P]/dt is independent of enzyme localization and cell volume. Therefore, in the case of a localized

enzyme and a freely diffusing substrate, we can model as if there were no localization. (We are assuming in

these cases that [S]L>> [E]L so that the Michaelis-Menten rate law is valid.)

If we reverse the roles of substrate and enzyme in the previous scenario, such that the substrate is the local-

ized agent and the enzyme is freely diffusing, then we get:

d½P�
dt

= ks;P$½E�$ ½S�
½S�$
�

V
VL

�
+KM

:

Since VL is a constant, the equation works out to:

d½P�
dt

= bk s;P$½E�$ ½S�
½S�$V + bK :

where bK =KM$VL and bk s;P = ks;P$VL. This case describes the dynamics of CtrA proteolysis, discussed later.

Finally, by the same logic, if both the enzyme and the substrate are localized, then

d½P�
dt

= ks;P$½E�$ ½S�
½S�+ bKV :

This equation describes the dynamics of PleC/PodJ localization, discussed later.
Swarmer vs. stalked simulations

While swarmer and stalked cells have different phenotypes, the fundamental kinetics of molecular interac-

tions are the same in both cell types, so we model both types of cells with the same set of ODEs. This small

feature represents a large improvement over other ODEmodels of theC. crescentus cell cycle, which simu-

late stalked and swarmer cells with fundamentally different ODEs (Li et al., 2009; Murray et al., 2013).

Instead, we keep track of the localized proteins of the cell, and where they end up after cytokinesis. Sim-

ulations designated SW or ST follow either the swarmer or stalked cell at the time of cell division.

Upon cytokinesis, the volume of the parent cell is divided between two daughter cells. For a given molec-

ular species localized to a pole, the local concentration [C]L and volume VL will remain the same, but the

cellular concentration [C] will change as the cell volume V changes, as follows:

½C�new = ½C�old$
�
cdif + cpole

�
Vold

Vnew

��
;
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where [C]old is the concentration prior to cytokinesis and [C]new is the concentration in the cell of interest (ST

or SW) after cytokinesis. cpole and cdif represent the fraction of species C that is located at the pole of in-

terest and that is freely diffusing, respectively. Vold is the original volume of the cell and Vnew is the volume

of the daughter cell of interest. Given the characteristics ofCaulobacter growth, we assume that the volume

shift after cytokinesis is proportional to the change in length after cytokinesis. Because stalked cell length

after cytokinesis is approximately 54% of the original cell length (Terrana and Newton, 1975), Vnew =

0.54$Vold when following the stalked cell and Vnew = 0.46$Vold when following the swarmer cell.
trA � P : CtrAU�= 1:
CtrA:Cori binding

CtrA�P interacts with five binding sites at the chromosome origin (Cori), designated [a]-[e], to inhibit chro-

mosome replication (Collier, 2012). CtrA molecules recognize the nucleotide motif, TTAA (half-site); how-

ever, Cori binding sites [a]-[e] have nucleotides in the arrangement of TTAA-N7-TTAA (full-site) (Siam and

Marczynski, 2000). Hence, each CtrA binding site may recruit two CtrAmolecules, and experiments suggest

that pairs of CtrA molecules interact cooperatively to enhance their affinity for Cori (Siam and Marczynski,

2000, 2003). While CtrA�P seems to have a higher affinity than CtrAU for sites [a]-[e], mutant experiments on

site [d] suggest that CtrAU interacts with individual TTAA recognition sites with equal affinity as CtrA�P

(Siam and Marczynski, 2000); this suggests that the differences in affinity between unphosphorylated and

phosphorylated forms of CtrA to sites [a]-[e] are a consequence of cooperativity. To investigate this mech-

anism further, we developed a mathematical model of CtrA interactions with DNA at site [d]. Figure 2A de-

picts each possible state of CtrA:DNA and the corresponding equilibrium expression. Table S3 presents

binding/unbinding reactions at site [d] and corresponding steady-state kinetic expressions. In Table S3

we assume that the fraction of CtrA that is bound to DNA is negligible compared to freely diffusing

CtrA. This assumption simplifies the model. Importantly, we also assume that the cooperativity between

CtrAU and CtrA�P when bound to DNA is equivalent to the cooperativity between two CtrAU molecules.

The concentration of Cori sites is normalized so that:

½DNA�Total = ½DNA�F + ½DNA : CtrAU�+ ½DNA : CtrAU2�+ ½DNA : CtrA � P�+ ½DNA : CtrA � P2�+ ½DNA : C

By plugging the equilibrium expressions from Table S3 into this equation, we obtain the expression:

½DNA�F = Kd1,

 
Kd1 + 2,½CtrAU�+ 2,½CtrA � P�+ ½CtrAU�2

Kd2
+
½CtrA � P�2

Kd3
+ 2,

½CtrAU�,½CtrA � P�
Kd2

!�1

:

Thus, for any combination of [CtrAU] and [CtrA�P], the fraction of DNA in each state depicted in Figures 2A

and Table S3 can be calculated. However, reasonable estimates for these states rely on reasonable param-

eter estimates for Kd1, Kd2 and Kd3. To acquire these estimates, we compared our model simulations with

experiments published by Siam andMarczynski (Siam andMarczynski, 2000), whomeasured howDNA foot-

printing band intensities vary over different concentrations of CtrAU and CtrA�P. As Siam and Marczynski

utilized excess CtrA (relative to DNA binding sites) in their experiments, our assumption that the concen-

tration of free CtrA is unaffected by DNA binding is valid.

First we consider CtrAU binding to a site [d] mutant that has only one TTAA recognition sequence (Siam and

Marczynski, 2000). In this scenario, the only two states possible are [DNA]F and [DNA:CtrAU]. Thus, the so-

lution becomes:

Intensity = ½DNA�F =
Kd1

Kd1 + ½CtrAU� :

Fitting the above equation to the band intensity depicted in Figure 4A of Siam and Marczynski, utilizing

MATLAB’s cftool, we estimate that Kd1 = 1.06 mM (Figure S1A).

Next, we investigate Figure 4B of Siam and Marczynski, which displays the intensity of the DNase I foot-

printing assay on WT site [d]. As no CtrA�P was present in the experiment, the following expression de-

scribes this scenario:
26 iScience 24, 103413, December 17, 2021
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Intensity = ½DNA�F +
½DNA : CtrAU�

2
;

=
Kd1 + ½CtrAU�

Kd1 + 2,½CtrAU�+ ½CtrAU�2
Kd2

:

In Figure S1B, we fit the corresponding data in Siam and Marczynski (utilizing MATLAB’s cftool) to estimate

Kd2 = 0.039 mM. Similarly, when modeling [CtrA�P] (with no CtrAU present), the readings for band intensity

should be proportional to:

Intensity = ½DNA�F +
½DNA : CtrA � P�

2
;

=
Kd1 + ½CtrA � P�

Kd1 + 2,½CtrA � P�+ ½CtrA � P�2
Kd3

:

While the authors do not provide data on [CtrA�P], they do provide a Kd value that they determined by

fitting the data to a hyperbolic function Kd/(Kd + [CtrA�P]). We utilized their Kd value to generate artificial

data points and fit our equation using cftool, as shown in Figure S1C, to derive Kd3 = 0.085 nM.
CtrA/DnaA competitive binding

It was shown that CtrA can bind to Cori to displace DnaA binding. However, we must consider if DnaA may

displace CtrA from Cori; Between 0.001 mM and 0.01 mM of GST-CtrA, a dimerized active form of CtrA, is

sufficient to displace 0.1 mMof DnaA fromCori (Taylor et al., 2011). GST-CtrA has a similar binding affinity as

CtrA�P for Cori (Spencer et al., 2009), and CtrA�P binds to Cori binding sites with Kdz 0.003–0.015. Since

we would expect to witness considerable CtrA�P binding at 0.001–0.01 mM in the absence of DnaA, this

indicates that DnaA made a negligible impact on CtrA�P binding.

Our results indicate that CtrAU can displace themajority of CtrA�P at ratios of 25:1 (Figure 2C). Therefore, if

CtrA�P and CtrAU interact identically with DnaA, we would expect that 0.1 mMof DnaA can be displaced by

0.25 mM of CtrAU. Compared to the estimated dissociation constant for CtrAU, Kd z 0.2–0.6 mM (Siam and

Marczynski, 2000), this implies that DnaA would have a negligible impact on CtrAU binding as well. Since

DnaA is unlikely to displace CtrAU and CtrA�P for Cori binding sites, we do not consider DnaA in our cal-

culations of CtrA:Cori binding.
Considering increased complexity of CtrA:DNA binding

There are three complications that we must consider when extending our model from the experiments of

Siam and Marczynski to an in vivo system. First, the concentration of free CtrA may not be close to the total

concentration of CtrA (i.e., DNA bound CtrA is non-negligible). Second, there are CtrA binding sites on

DNA other than Cori sites [a]-[e], and these sites may compete with Cori for CtrA binding. Third, Cori sites

[a]-[e] may compete with each other for CtrA. To investigate these concerns, we developed a set of ODEs to

describe these interactions. We call this ODE model the ‘‘complex’’ model and the algebraic equation

model (described previously) the ‘‘simple’’ model.

CtrA binds to 183 transcriptional start sites in Caulobacter: 54 full-sites (bind two CtrA molecules) and 124

half-sites (bind one CtrA molecule) (Zhou et al., 2015). Information on binding strength to these sites is

extremely limited. We assume that the average dissociation constant at the half-sites (KdHS) is equal to

Kd1, as Kd1 is an estimate for the affinity of a single CtrA molecule for the TTAAmotif. The dissociation con-

stants for the full-motif promoters of fliQ and ccrM have been estimated to be 0.2 mM and 3.5 mM, respec-

tively (Reisenauer et al., 1999). We choose the stronger of the two, KdFS = 0.2 mM. For the sake of simplicity,

we also assume that binding at sites [a]-[e] is identical to binding at site [d]. The four ODEs and two alge-

braic equations that comprise this ‘‘complex’’ model are summarized as:

d½DNAHS:CtrA � P�
dt

=
��½DNAHS�T � ½DNAHS:CtrA � P���,½CtrA � P�F � KdHS,½DNAHS:CtrA � P�

d½DNA :CtrA � P � � �
FS 2

dt
= ½DNAFS�T � ½DNAFS:CtrA � P2� ,½CtrA � P�2F � KdFS,½DNAFS:CtrA � P2�

d½DNA :CtrA � P�
Cori

dt
= 2,½DNACori �F,½CtrA � P�F � Kd1,½DNACori:CtrA � P�
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d½DNACori:CtrA � P2�
dt

= ½DNACori:CtrA � P�,½CtrA � P�F � 2,Kd3,½DNACori:CtrA � P2�

Cori:CtrA � P2�
½CtrA � P�F = ½CtrA � P�T � ½DNAHS:CtrA � P� � 2,½DNAFS:CtrA � P2� � ½DNACori:CtrA � P� � 2,½DNA

½DNA � = ½DNA � � ½DNA :CtrA � P� � ½DNA :CtrA � P �
Cori F Cori T Cori Cori 2
½DNAHS�T = 0:21mM;½DNAFS�T = 0:09mM;½DNACori �T = 0:0083mM

Here, DNAHS represents DNA half-sites, DNAFS represents DNA full-sites, and DNACori represents Cori

binding sites. For a given species X, the concentration of free (unbound) X is represented as [X]F and

[X]T is the total concentration of X (sum of bound and unbound). Notably, the ‘‘complex’’ model does

not include binding of unphosphorylated CtrA, as it focuses on the binding dynamics of CtrA�P.

We solve for the steady state solution of these equations (utilizing MATLAB solver ode15s) over a range of

CtrA�P concentrations. We find that at steady state (i.e., at chemical equilibrium), [CtrA�P]F values deviate

significantly from [CtrA�P]T concentrations when total concentrations are low (Figure S2A). However, when

we plot the fraction of [DNACori:CtrA�P2]/[DNACori]T against [CtrA�P]T (Figure S2B), the shape of the curve

is extremely similar to that of Figure 2D which describes binding of CtrA�P toCori in the simple model. The

only distinguishing difference between the two figures is the CtrA concentration at half-maximal saturation

of Cori. The simple and complex models predict 50% Cori saturation at CtrA�P concentrations of 6 and 12

molecules per cell, respectively. Considering that there are �9,000 CtrA molecules in a swarmer cell

(Spencer et al., 2009), the difference between the two models seems to be negligible in consideration of

the G1-S transition. Thus, we conclude that the simple model is sufficient for studying the dynamics of

CtrA:Cori binding and for use in our larger model of the C. crescentus cell cycle.
Biological mechanisms

Progression through the Caulobacter crescentus cell cycle is controlled by a complex molecular mecha-

nism that involves genetic regulation, proteolysis, protein-protein interactions, protein phosphorylation

and dephosphorylation, and protein localization. To capture the dynamics of these processes, we derived

a set of nonlinear ODEs, using the procedures described above and based on observed biological facts

stated below. In this section, we discuss the molecular mechanisms behind the larger model.

Chromosome replication. The initiation of chromosome replication is modeled with the variable, Ini,

which considers the influence of DnaA, CtrA, and methylation on Cori activity. When Ini is equal to one,

chromosome replication begins (see ‘‘Equations and simlation events governing the cell cycle model’’)

and the corresponding time is marked as tcr. A detailed description of Cori regulation is provided in the

‘Discussion’ of the main text.

Given that the mechanistic details of CtrA inhibition and DnaA activation of Cori are complex and not

completely understood, attempting to create a detailed model of Cori activity would be challenging

and likely inaccurate. Therefore, we take a simplistic approach to model the initiation of DNA replication

via the variable Ini. First, we assume that [DNA:CtrA�P2] is the only relevant species to inhibit chromosome

replication, as levels of [DNA:CtrA�P] and [DNA:CtrA�P:CtrA] are negligible compared to

[DNA:CtrA�P2], as shown in Figure 2B. Next, we assume that all five CtrA binding sites cooperatively

work together to impair chromosome replication. Thus, we assume that the inhibition of Ini by CtrA�P is

proportional to (1�[CtrA:CtrA�P2])
5. DnaA-ATP binds with moderate affinity to two ‘G’ boxes and weakly

to five ‘W’ boxes. Binding to the W boxes is dependent on cooperative interactions with DnaA at G boxes.

Thus, we assume that if DnaA-ATP binds to the G boxes, the W boxes will follow. We further assume that

DnaA-ATP binding at each G box is independent, but DnaA works cooperatively at each G site to initiate

chromosome replication. Therefore, we model the binding of DnaA-ATP as a hyperbolic function, and

square the function to capture cooperativity. Cori also has several methylation sites, but it was shown

that DccrM strains are viable (Collier, 2012; Gonzalez and Collier, 2013). Therefore, Cori methylation only

partially influences DNA replication in this model.

Regulation of ccrM. The ccrM promoter has a methylation site of its own, and is upregulated by CtrA�P

and downregulated by DnaA (Collier et al., 2007; Lasker et al., 2016a). As ccrM is more active transcription-

ally when hemi-methylated, chromosome replication primes the cell for CcrM expression. In G2, CtrA�P

levels accumulate, and DnaA levels decline, resulting in CcrM synthesis. When CcrM levels are high enough

to methylate DNA, the gene shuts off until G2 of the next cell cycle. Additionally, CcrM is rapidly degraded
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by Lon protease. As a result of these regulatory mechanisms, the window of CcrM expression is very short

(Adhikari and Curtis, 2016; Wright et al., 1996). Given that Lon is reported to be constantly active (Wright et

al., 1996), we model the degradation of CcrM as a simple first-order reaction with Lon activity folded into

the rate constant.

Regulation of CtrA. Regulation of ctrA is discussed in depth in the main text. Here, we will expand upon

the biology and mathematical modeling of CtrA proteolysis and phosphorylation. Effective proteolysis of

CtrA requires the collaboration of several proteins, including ClpX, ClpP, CpdR, RcdA, and PopA. While

unphosphorylated CpdR binds directly to ClpXP and localizes the protease to the old pole, RcdA interacts

with both CpdR and PopA. PopA, however, does not recruit CtrA unless it is activated by two cyclic digua-

nosinemonophosphate (cdG) molecules. Furthermore, PopA localization to the pole is dependent on cdG,

but PopA can interact with RcdA independently of cdG (Smith et al., 2014). When these components all

come together, they form a complex that effectively targets and degrades CtrA over other ClpXP sub-

strates (Joshi et al., 2015). Since the concentration of ClpX and ClpP do not fluctuate with the cell cycle (Je-

nal and Fuchs, 1998), we do not explicitly model ClpXP. We also assume that unphosphorylated CpdR is

always localized and bound to ClpXP at the old pole. Similarly, we assume that the PopA:cdG2:RcdA com-

plex is always localized at the old pole. Since PopA interacts with RcdA independently of cdG and vice versa

(Smith et al., 2014), the concentration of the localized PopA:cdG2:RcdA complex is equal to the total

amount of RcdA bound to PopA times the fraction of PopA that is bound by cdG:

�
PopA:cdG2:RcdA

�
=

�
PopA:cdG2

�
,
�
RcdA:PopA

�
T�

PopA:cdG2

�
+
�
PopA

� :

We assume that the PopA:cdG2:RcdA complex interacts with the localized CpdR:ClpXP complex (simply

denoted by CpdR) by simple mass action kinetics, so the rate of change for the entire CtrA proteolytic com-

plex, denoted as [ClpXP]Complex takes the form:

d
�
ClpXP

�
Complex

dt
=
VL

V

 
� k1

V

VL

�
ClpXP

�
Complex

+ k2

�
V

VL

�2�
CpdR

��
PopA:cdG2:RcdA

�
F

!
;

where [PopA:cdG2:RcdA]F designates the concentration of [PopA:cdG2:RcdA] that is not bound to CpdR.

As all participating complexes in this interaction are localized to the old pole, we must account for the

changes in local concentration on the kinetics by incorporating volume conversions (see ‘‘localization’’ sec-

tion for reference). Importantly, we assume that the concentration of CpdR is much larger the Po-

pA:cdG2:RcdA complex. Thus, [PopA:cdG2:RcdA]F =[PopA:cdG2:RcdA] �[ClpXP]Complex, and the steady

state solution for [ClpXP]Complex is:

�
ClpXP

�
Complex

=

�
CpdR

�
�
CpdR

�
+
JClpXP:CpdR

V

,

�
PopA:2cdG

�
,
�
RcdA:PopA

�
T�

PopA:2dG
�
+
�
PopA

� ;

where JClpXP:CpdR = VL$k1/k2.

Phosphorylation of CtrA is regulated by the bifunctional histidine kinase/phosphatase CckA. CckA inter-

acts with CtrA via the phosphotransferase enzyme, ChpT (Subramanian et al., 2013). As ChpT levels are

relatively constant throughout the cell cycle (Chen et al., 2009), we assume that ChpT does not fluctuate

and instantaneously passes a phosphate from CtrA to CckA and vice versa. Given these assumptions,

we can model the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of CtrA in the form expressed in the ‘‘Protein

complexes and phosphorylation’’ section. The activity of CckA as a bifunctional phosphatase/kinase is

regulated by a variety of mechanisms discussed in the next section.

CckA kinase/phosphatase regulation. CckA, which functions as both a kinase and a phosphatase, is

regulated by several mechanisms. First, in vitro experiments suggest that when CckA is unperturbed by

regulatory factors, it acts as a kinase (Mann and Shapiro, 2018). The tyrosine kinase, DivL, binds with the

CckA PAS-B domain and is generally implicated in maintaining the kinase state of CckA (Iniesta et al.,

2010; Subramanian et al., 2013). However, phosphorylated DivK (DivK�P) can bind to DivL likely causing

a change in conformation of DivL’s PAS domains (Childers et al., 2014). As a result, the DivK�P:DivL com-

plex binds with CckA to induce phosphatase activity over kinase activity. Importantly, DivK (unphosphory-

lated) has a weak affinity for DivL (Childers et al., 2014; Mann and Shapiro, 2018), and on this basis we
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assume that unphosphorylated DivK does not interact with DivL in our model. Alternatively, CckA is regu-

lated by the signaling molecule, cdG, which binds to CckA’s PAS-B domain to induce the phosphatase

state (Dubey et al., 2016; Mann and Shapiro, 2018).

With these assumptions, we calculate the total CckA phosphatase concentration ([CckA]P) as:

½CckA�P =
½CckA:DivL�T,½DivL:DivK � P�

½DivL�T
+ ½CckA:cdG� �

½CckA:cdG�,½CckA:DivL�T,½DivL:DivK � P�
½DivL�T

½CckA�T
;

where the first term represents the fraction of CckA that is bound by DivL:DivK�P and the second term rep-

resents the total amount of CckA bound by cdG. As the amount of CckA bound by both cdG and

DivL:DivK�P ([cdG:CckA:DivL:DivK�P]) is counted twice by the first two terms, the third term subtracts

by [cdG:CckA:DivL:DivK�P]. Finally, the difference between [CckA]P and [CckA]T is used to compute

[CckA]K.

½CckA�K = ½CckA�T � ½CckA�P:

Regulation of DnaA andGcrA. Details of dnaA regulation are discussed in themain text. DnaA-ATP, the

active form of DnaA, is converted to DnaA-ADP by the enzyme HdaA (Fernandez-Fernandez et al., 2013;

Wargachuk and Marczynski, 2015). We could not find any data on temporal regulation of HdaA; however,

DnaA-ATP and DnaA-ADP activate the hdaA promoter (Fernandez-Fernandez et al., 2011). Since DnaA

levels are at their peak at the timing of chromosome replication, it is reasonable to assume that HdaA levels

would also be sufficiently high to hydrolyze DnaA at this time as well. Therefore, we do not model HdaA

explicitly but rather model DnaA-ATP hydrolysis as a function of the variable RepSwitch, which is set to 1

during chromosome replication and 0 when DNA synthesis is complete. Additionally, DnaA proteolysis

is targeted by both the ClpAP and Lon proteases (Jonas et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016). However, because

our model can fit DnaA expression data well without explicitly modeling mechanisms regulating DnaA pro-

teolysis, we assume that DnaA turnover as a simple first-order reaction.

The influence of DnaA-ATP and DnaA-ADP on DnaA-targeted genes seems to differ depending on the

gene. As mentioned, hdaA is targeted by both DnaA-ATP and DnaA-ADP; however, DnaA mutant studies

suggest that gcrA, mipZ and ftsZmay be influenced more strongly by DnaA-ADP (Fernandez-Fernandez et

al., 2011). Thus, in our model only DnaA-ADP can stimulate gcrA activity. Given the uncertainty of regula-

tion at other DnaA targets, we assume equivalent activity of DnaA-ATP and DnaA-ADP.

Intracellular concentrations of the master regulator GcrA are regulated by transcriptional controls and by

proteolysis. The gcrA promoter is activated by DnaA and inhibited by CtrA (Collier et al., 2007; Lasker et al.,

2016a). The CtrA binding motif is full, meaning that it has two CtrA binding recognition sequences (Lasker

et al., 2016a). Cell cycle-dependent turnover rates of GcrA also suggest that GcrA is targeted for proteol-

ysis; however, the mechanism of GcrA proteolysis has not been identified (Collier et al., 2006; Jenal, 2009).

In the absence of this information, we use a simple linear degradation rate to model GcrA turnover.

PleC and DivJ. DivJ, which accumulates during the swarmer-to-stalked transition, is a histidine kinase

that serves to phosphorylate both DivK and PleD (Paul et al., 2008). DivJ activation is regulated primarily

by SpmX and DivK. DivK and DivK�P bind to DivJ allosterically to induce its kinase activity (Childers et

al., 2014; Paul et al., 2008), while SpmX activates DivJ by directly binding with the protein and recruiting

it to the cell pole (Radhakrishnan et al., 2008). We assume that DivJ likely has some activity independent

of SpmX, and thus model the activity of DivJ as

½DivJ�A = ð½DivJ:DivK � P� + ½DivJ:DivK�Þ,��SpmX
�
+ qDivJ

�
;

where qDivJ represents the activity of DivJ without SpmX, and [SpmX] has a maximum activity of 1�qDivJ.

Factors that influence spmX promoter activity and mRNA translation are complex and not fully understood

(Radhakrishnan et al., 2008; Tsokos and Laub, 2012). Therefore, we develop a function for [SpmX] that is not

derived from the biochemistry, but is convenient for our modeling methodology:

d
�
SpmX

�
dt

= ks;SpmX

 �
SpmX

�3
c3 +

�
SpmX

�3
!�

Xcap �
�
SpmX

��
;
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where Xcap represents the non-zero steady state [SpmX] value and is set to 1�qDivJ in all simulations unless

otherwise stated. The parameter c determines the inflection point at which [SpmX] begins to accumulate

rapidly. The rate constant ks,SpmX determines the overall rate of [SpmX] accumulation. Because SpmX lo-

calizes to the old pole, upon cytokinesis the [SpmX] value remains constant in the stalked cell, but is reset

to 0.01 in the swarmer cell. Importantly, [SpmX] is not set to 0, because this would be a stable state of

[SpmX] and therefore [SpmX] would never accumulate in the swarmer cell.

PleC acts as the primary antagonist to DivJ, as it can act as a phosphatase on DivK�P. Interestingly, DivK�P

can also allosterically bind to PleC to induce its kinase state (Matroule et al., 2004; Paul et al., 2008). Thus,

we assume that PleC operates as a phosphatase when not bound to DivK�P, but otherwise operates as a

kinase. Additionally, PleC regulates PleD activity (Aldridge et al., 2003), as discussed further in the ‘‘cdG’’

section.

PleC is recruited to the new pole by PodJ in the pre-divisional phase of the cell cycle (Hinz et al., 2003), how-

ever the mechanism of localization is unclear. We propose that the PleC and PodJ localization reaction

takes the form, PleC + PodJ4 PodJ:PleC/ PleCpole + PodJ, which is identical to the structure of Michae-

lis-Menten kinetics. The overall assumptions leading to the development of the Michaelis-Menten equa-

tion are that the substrate-enzyme complex bind and unbind much faster than product formation and

that the substrate concentration is much greater than the enzyme concentration. In parallel, we assume

that the rate that PodJ and PleC bind/unbind is much faster than [PleC] is converted to [PleC]pole, and

we assume that the localized concentration of PodJ is much greater than local [PleC]. Therefore, we derive

the equation as specified in the ‘‘localization’’ section.

There are two forms of PodJ: PodJL and PodJS. PodJL is the active form of PodJ and is responsible for polar

recruiting of PleC. PodJ is synthesized in the PodJL form (Lawler et al., 2006), and the podJ promoter is

regulated by GcrA, DnaA and methylation (Lasker et al., 2016a). PodJL is converted to PodJS by PerP

(Chen et al., 2006), which has a promoter regulated by methylation and CtrA (Lasker et al., 2016a). Thus,

PerP accumulates in the late pre-divisional cell to impair PodJ activity (Chen et al., 2006). In our model

we do not track PodJS, and PodJL is represented by the variable, [PodJ].

cdG. Diguanylate cyclase (DGC) enzymes, including PleD and DgcB, synthesize cdG from two GTP mol-

ecules. cdG, in turn, binds allosterically to the I-site of the DGC domain to inhibit activity (Hengge, 2009),

which contributes to the steady decrease in cdG following the rapid spike during the G1-S transition (Xu et

al., 2020). While it has been demonstrated that cdG binds to PleD allosterically (Chan et al., 2004), no ex-

periments (to our knowledge) have investigated binding with DgcB. Since the I-site is highly conserved in

DGC enzymes (Christen et al., 2006), we assume that cdG allosterically inhibits DgcB as well.

PleD can only synthesize cdG in its phosphorylated state. Furthermore, PleD�P localizes to the stalked

pole, while the unphosphorylated form does not (Ardissone and Viollier, 2015; Jenal, 2009). The phosphor-

ylation state of PleD is regulated by PleC phosphatase and DivJ kinase (Jenal, 2009; Lasker et al., 2016b).

Given that PleC phosphatase interacts with PleD�P, but that these proteins localize to opposite poles, we

assume that 10% of PleD�P is freely diffusing and able to interact with PleC phosphatase at the swarmer

pole, while the other 90% localizes at the stalked pole.

Phosphodiesterase (PDE) enzymes convert cdG to pGpG (Hengge, 2009). PdeA, the best studied PDE

enzyme in C. crescentus, also regulates cdG by binding to and inhibiting DgcB (Abel et al., 2011; Ardissone

and Viollier, 2015). PdeA synthesis is induced by CtrA and PdeA is degraded by the CpdR-ClpXP complex

(Ardissone and Viollier, 2015).

Z-ring. Z-ring assembly andmechanics are complicated, and several models have been published on the

dynamics of Z-ring assembly/contraction (Allard and Cytrynbaum, 2009; Erickson, 2009; Lan et al., 2007;

Miraldi et al., 2008). Given that the Z-ring is just one small piece of our model, we want to keep the Z-

ring component of the model as simple as possible, while accurately predicting the timing of cytokinesis.

Figure S7 illustrates how normalized mRNA expression levels of Z-ring relevant genes peak around 120 min

of a 150 min cell cycle. In comparison, the Z-ring should completely close around the 130 min mark of a 150

min cell cycle (Judd et al., 2003). Thus, many Z-ring proteins reach peak expression right around the time of

Z-ring constriction. Furthermore, many of these genes are activated by CtrA (Lasker et al., 2016a).
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Therefore, we model Z-ring proteins as a general variable, [Zproteins], whose synthesis is induced by

CtrA�P. To improve precision of our model, we designed our rate equation for [Zproteins] after a crucial

Z-ring protein FtsA, which is responsible for anchoring FtsZ polymers to the cytoplasmic membrane and

recruiting downstream Z-ring proteins. The ftsA promoter is upregulated by CtrA (Lasker et al., 2016a)

and FtsA is quickly degraded in a ClpAP-dependent manner immediately after cytokinesis (Martin et al.,

2004; Williams et al., 2014). Taking these facts into account, we write the following differential equation

for [Zproteins]:

d
�
Zproteins

�
dt

= ks;Zp,
½CtrA � P�2

Ja;Zp�CtrA
2 + ½CtrA � P�2 �

�
m + kd;Zp + kd;ZP2 ,

�
ClpAP

��
,
�
Zproteins

�
:

[ClpAP] is a binary variable such that [ClpAP] = 0 for the majority of the cell cycle, but is set to one from the

point of Z-ring closure to the point of daughter cell segregation.

Given that multiple Z-ring proteins work together to form a functional Z-ring, it is reasonable to assume that

Z-ring assembly and constriction is a cooperative process. Thus, we use a Hill function tomodel constriction

of the Z-ring:

d½Zring�
dt

= � kzconstrict,MipZswitch,

�
Zproteins

�5�
JZring + qZ½Zring�

�5
+
�
Zproteins

�5 ;
where [Zring] = 1 when the Z-ring is fully open and [Zring] = 0 when closed. Notably, the half-maximal rate of

Z-ring constriction occurs when [ZProteins] is equal to JZring + qZ$[Zring]. Here, JZring + qZ dictates the re-

sources needed to initiate cytokinesis (when [Zring] = 1) and JZring dictates the minimum resources needed

to complete cytokinesis (when [Zring]z 0). This feature was introduced for two reasons: 1) A detailedmath-

ematical model of Z-ring constriction in E. coli provides evidence that the force required for Z-ring constric-

tion is greatest at the beginning of cytokinesis, and gradually decreases from 8 pN to 3 pN as the Z-ring

closes (Lan et al., 2007). 2) Local concentration of Z-ring proteins should increase as the circumference

of the Z-ring decreases, which should further facilitate constriction. Thus, we assume that as the Z-ring

closes, less total resources are required to maintain constriction. Finally,MipZswitch represents the impact

of MipZ on Z-ring assembly. At the beginning of the cell cycle, the Z-ring scaffold, composed of FtsZ poly-

mers, remains localized at the new pole. MipZ binds indirectly to DNA, near the Cori locus, and once chro-

mosome replication is underway, MipZ migrates with the chromosome’s Cori locus to the new pole. MipZ

then initiates the depolymerization and re-localization of FtsZ. In this way, C. crescentus ensures that the Z-

ring cannot re-assemble at mid-cell until after the replicating chromosome is well along in the segregation

process (Thanbichler and Shapiro, 2006). To account for this activity,MipZswitch turns on ([MipZ switch] = 1)

after chromosome replication is completed and turns off ([MipZ switch] = 0) after cytokinesis.

Cell growth. Cells grown in PYE and M2G media have the same average cell length and width despite

having significantly different cell cycle times (Takacs et al., 2013). Thus, the growth rate and cell cycle

time must be interrelated to maintain consistent cell size in different conditions. Since the molecular mech-

anism of cell size control in Caulobacter has not been elucidated and is outside the scope of this model, we

do not attempt to accurately model cell growth and size control. However, because cell volume is a variable

influencing several equations in our model, we must estimate changes in volume. We use the exponential

growth function:

dV

dt
= mV ;

to model volume growth, and adjust the growth rate m after each cell division such that:

m = T�1,ln
Vdiv

Vbirth
;

where T is the time of the previous cell cycle, Vbirth is the cell volume at birth, and Vdiv is the targeted volume

at division (Vdiv = 2). When we run our parameter optimization algorithms, this method ensures that m ad-

justs accordingly. In particular, it ensures that the volume of a mutant cell does not go to zero or infinity in

mutant strains that have cell cycle times different from a WT cell. With that said, we also expect that Cau-

lobacter should have an upper and lower bound for growth rate. Thus, we put a limit on m such that:

0:0038% m%0:007 :
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If m is calculated to be a value outside of these bounds, m is set to the corresponding limit.

Notably, there is a difference between the timing that the Z-ring closes and the end/beginning of the cell

cycle. It has been observed in C. crescentus that daughter cells separate approximately 18 G 5 min after

the Z-ring closes (Judd et al., 2003). In experiments with synchronized Caulobacter cells, newly isolated

swarmer cells are considered to be at the beginning of a new cell cycle. Since these cells are isolated

from the rest of the population (i.e., unseparated cells are excluded), these experiments consider the

beginning of the cell cycle to be approximately 18 G 5 min after the Z-ring closes. Therefore, we mark

the beginning of the cell cycle as 20 min after the Z-ring closes.
Parameter estimation

Parameter values were initially estimated from published experimental sources whenever possible and the

remainder were assigned by educated guesswork. To improve the model’s performance, we implemented

a random-walk algorithm to generate new sets of parameter values and to evaluate each set’s performance

based on certain criteria built into a ‘cost function’. We implement the random-walk algorithm with two

goals in mind. The first is to identify a ‘best’ parameter set with a dramatically smaller cost than the original

parameter set. The second is to develop a collection of parameter sets that serve as a sample of ‘accept-

able’ parameter sets close to the best parameter set. In this section, we first explain how we implemented

the random-walk algorithm and then we discuss the details of our cost function.

Random-walk algorithm. To find improved parameter sets, we utilized the Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain/

Simulated Annealing approach. We start with a ‘current’ parameter set,

p =

0BB@
p1

p2

«

px

1CCA;

of length x and perturb it to generate a ‘temporary’ parameter set p’, such that:

p0
i = pið1 + di ,Nð0;sÞÞ;

whereN(0,s) is a random number drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation

s. di is a Boolean variable (i.e., di = 0 or 1) that dictates whether or not a given parameter pi will be subjected

to random perturbation. To determine the values of di, we randomly choose n parameters without replace-

ment using MATLAB’s built-in function, randsample. If pi is selected, then di is set to 1. Otherwise di = 0.

Additionally, any p0
i that evaluates to a negative number is set to 0.

For a given iteration of the algorithm, the probability that the temporary parameter set replaces the ‘cur-

rent’ parameter set is defined as:

p = p0 if g%Pr ;� � � � � 0�� �

Pr = min exp

f p � f p

t
;1 ;

where g is a random number selected from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1, f is the cost function for

the parameter set, and t is the ‘cooling factor’ for simulated annealing. Thus, any temporary parameter set

that has a lower cost than the ‘current’ parameter set replaces the ‘current’ parameter set. Any temporary

parameter set that has a higher cost than the ‘current’ parameter set has a probability Pr of replacing the

current parameter set. This process of generating a new (temporary) parameter set and evaluating it

compared to the current parameter set is considered one iteration (one step) of the random walk.

Ultimately, the efficiency of the algorithm is tied to the parameters s, t and n. A smaller s corresponds to

smaller perturbations from a given parameter set. If s is very small, it is more likely to generate a p’ that is an

improvement over p. However, it may take much longer to make larger improvements. t dictates the prob-

ability that a p’ that has a higher cost than p will be accepted as the new p. A larger t improves the algo-

rithm’s chances of escaping a local minimum but decreases the probability of identifying a new local min-

imum. When n is large, more parameters are perturbed in each iteration. As a result, each p’ will be further
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away (in parameter space) from p. The advantage to a large n is that less steps are needed to make a larger

change; however, the chances that p’ is an improvement over p decreases.

We use this algorithm to develop three collections of parameter sets: SLOW, QUICK, and CORI
�. SLOW and

QUICK parameter sets are parameterized to different CtrA expression patterns (Table S1), while CORI
� is

parameterized under the assumption that CtrAU does not bind to Cori. Each collection of parameter

sets is intended to contain diverse sets of parameter values that adequately fit the biological constraints

of the cost function. To create each collection, we first identified a ‘best’ or ‘seed’ parameter set for

each collection. Starting from a parameter set that we obtained by manually fitting the model to some

desired properties, we searched for a seed parameter set in three stages. First, pursue a local minimum

using large perturbations and a moderate cooling temperature; second, hone in on a local minimum by

making smaller perturbations at a cooler temperature; and third, escape the local minimum (in hopes of

finding a radically new parameter set) by making large perturbations at high temperature. The settings

for each stage and the number of iterations within each stage were as follows:
Stage # n s t Iterations

1 3 35 2.5 250

2 20 5 0.7 750

3 10 15 25 250
Finally, we repeated this process in a cyclical fashion (stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, stage 1, etc.) until the algo-

rithm stops improving over two cycles. At that point, the parameter set with the best score is defined as the

seed parameter set for deriving an entire collection of ‘acceptable’ parameter sets.

Once the seed parameter set is identified, the parameterization algorithm is run five separate times for

1500 iterations (with the seed parameter set as the initial p for each run) under the following conditions:

n = 10, s = 5, t = 6. Here, we save each accepted, or ‘current’, parameter set to develop the parameter

set collection. The small perturbations and medium cooling factor ensure that the algorithm stays close

to the local minimum, yet frequently accepts randomly generated temporary parameter sets. Running

the algorithm five separate times dramatically increases the diversity of the parameter sets within the

collection, as each run of the algorithm takes a different randomized path.

Cost function. The cost function f(p) is a sum of the scores S of individual simulations of wild-type cells

and a selection of mutant strains, simulated for both swarmer (SW) and stalked (ST) cells:

f
�
p
�
= 4,ðSWT;ST + SWT;SWÞ+

X
m˛M

ðSm;ST + Sm;SWÞ;

where M is the set of mutant strains {DpdeA, DpleD, DccrM, DgcrA, DpopA& PdivK:Tn, PpleC:Tn, div-

LA601L, LS1, ctrAD51E, ctrAD3U, cdG0} that contribute to the cost function. Sm is the score (defined below)

for a given strain simulation. Each simulation was run for 1600 min and scores were calculated over the last

three cycles of the simulation (discussed below). Both swarmer and stalked cells were simulated for each

strain. Wild type (WT) simulation scores are multiplied by four to increase their weight in the parameter esti-

mation process.

The score for a WT cell, SW and ST simulations, is defined as the average score of the last three cell cycles

plus the standard deviation of the scores:

SWT;CT =
X3
c = 1

Sc
WT;CT

3
+ sSWT;CT

:

where CT is the cell type and c indicates the cell cycle (of the last three cycles in the simulation) being

scored. We track the last 3 cell cycles because the system’s limit cycle may take more than one cell cycle

to complete. In other words, the oscillatory cycle of the system may take more than one cell cycle to return

to its starting point. Therefore, we average the scores of the last three cell cycles and penalize for a larger

standard deviation among the individual scores. The penalty is implemented because parameter sets with

consistent cell cycle oscillations tend to be more robust to parameter perturbations.
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For WT simulations, we score an individual swarmer cell cycle as follows:

Sc
WT;SW = wrep

�
trep;c � 20

2

�2

+wdiv

�
tdiv;c � 140

8

�2

+
X
jεJ

wj,Sj;c ;

wherewrep and trep,c are the weight and time of chromosome replication, respectively; wdiv and tdiv,c are the

weight and time of cell division, respectively. The targeted time of 20 min for chromosome replication and

140 min for cell division is consistent with experimental observations (Bastedo and Marczynski, 2009; Cam-

pos et al., 2014; Lott et al., 1987; Quon et al., 1998; Taylor et al., 2011). J is a collection of experimental time

course data and j is an index for a given experiment. The data in set J is usually collected fromwestern blots

of synchronized populations and quantified using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). Other quantitative data

were retrieved directly from the source, such as cdG concentrations (Abel et al., 2013) and DNA synthesis

(i.e. percentage of DNA that is hemi-methylation) (Quon et al., 1998). See Table S1 for a list of experiments

and the corresponding protein of interest. The score Sj,c measures the agreement between the simulation

and the experimental data. We calculate Sj,c as:

Sj;c =
X
tεT

	
dj;t � lj,yj;t


2
n

;

where t is the time for a given experimental data point, T is the set of all experimental time points, dj,t is the

normalized observed concentration in the jth experiment at time t, and yj,t is the simulated value for the

corresponding variable at time t. We note that t is normalized to the length of the simulated cell cycle,

as cell cycle times vary between experiments. Additionally, n is the number of data points and lj is the

scaling coefficient that minimizes the score,

Sj

�
lj
�
= min

�
Sj�
�
lj�
��

;

where Sj* is the score for an arbitrary scaling coefficient, lj*. We find lj using the MATLAB algorithm,

fminsearch.

In contrast to WT swarmer simulations, we do not score WT stalked simulations in accordance with exper-

imental time course data because there is no relevant time course data (to the best of our knowledge) for

the stalked cell cycles in C. crescentus. For stalked WT simulations, the score is calculated as:

Sc
WT;ST =

�
Erep;c

4

�2

+

�
tdiv;c � 110

6

�2

;� � � �

Erep;c = min abs tdiv;c � 10� trep;c ; trep;c + 10 :

Erep,c is the error in timing associated with initiation of chromosomal replication. As far as we know, the

timing of chromosome replication has not been measured in the stalked cell, so we assume that the stalk

cell should resemble the swarmer cell 30 min into the cell cycle (because the swarmer cell cycle is �30 min

longer than the stalked cell cycle (Laub et al., 2000)). Given that chromosome replication begins approxi-

mately 20 min into the swarmer cycle (Quon et al., 1998), we estimate that the chromosome should begin

replication in the stalked cell approximately 10min before cell division (which occurs 8min after the Z-ring is

completely closed).

Similar to WT simulations, we simulate mutant strains for 1600 min and calculate a score from the last three

cell cycles:

Sm;CT =
X3
c

Sc
m;CT

3
+ sSm;CT

:

If the cell cycle is arrested, we use a different scoring methodology depending on the strain (discussed in

more detail later). We designate the cell cycle as arrested if the cell does not divide within the last 300 min

of the simulation.

For strains DpdeA, DpopA&PdivK:Tn, ctrAD51E, ctrAD3U, and PpleC:Tn, the cell cycles are scored as:

Sc
m;SW =

�
tdiv;c � 140

5

�2

+

�
trep;c � 20

4

�2

ifcellcyclenotarrested;
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Sc
m;ST =

�
tdiv;c � 110

5

�2

ifcellcyclenotarrested;� �2
Sm;CT =
150

Ncycles
ifcellcyclearrested:

These mutants are described as having ‘normal’ cell cycles in the literature, meaning that they have rela-

tively normal morphology and cell cycle timing. The first two equations ensure that the cell cycle time of

these strains remains close to the WT. The last equation accounts for the total score for mutant, m, if the

cell cycle is arrested. Here, Ncycles is the number of cell cycles completed successfully prior to cell-cycle ar-

rest. We observe that arrested simulations often complete several rounds of successful cell cycles prior to

arrest. A reasonable comparison would be a dampened oscillator. Therefore, if simulations are arrested,

the algorithm favors parameter sets that successfully complete more cell cycles before arrest, which en-

ables the algorithm to select parameter sets that are biased toward incremental gains in stability.

Mutant strains LS1, DccrM, DgcrA, cdG0, DpdeA,DpleD and divL(A601L) each have unique characteristics,

and therefore have unique scoring functions. The following text describes how each mutant is scored and

the reasoning behind their scoring functions.

The LS1 mutant strain, characterized by constitutive expression of ccrM, is a mutant of the WT LS176 strain

rather than the conventional WT NA1000 strain of C. crescentus. The strain exhibits several defects such as

elongation and the accumulation of additional chromosomes; nonetheless, the cell is viable (Zweiger et al.,

1994). Given that the cell is a mutant of LS176 rather than the NA1000 strain, which the rest of our model

data is based on, we do not specify any details other than that the cell cycle is not arrested. Similarly,

the cdG0 mutant strains are observed to be viable yet elongated and lacking polar organelles (Abel et

al., 2013). Without any information regarding the average cell cycle time in cdG0 mutants, we only score

this strain based on viability. Thus, the LS1 and cdG0 mutants are scored as follows:

SLS1;CT =

�
150

Ncycles

�2

ifcellcyclearrested;

c
SLS1;ST = 0 ifcellcyclenotarrested:

The ccrM knock-out mutant, DccrM, is viable in M2G medium, but the cells exhibit large deviations in cell

cycle length with the average cell being 1.53 larger thanWT (Gonzalez and Collier, 2013).DccrMmutants in

PYE medium have decreased viability, but one experiment observed a 3 h cell cycle in PYE medium (Gon-

zalez and Collier, 2015). Therefore, we score the cell cycle time against 180 min, and leave a large denom-

inator of 15 min due to the large deviations in observed cell cycle length. If the stalked cell cycle is not ar-

rested, we assign a score of zero as the literature does not distinguish between the characteristics of the

swarmer and stalked cell cycles of DccrM mutants.

SDccrM;CT =

�
150

Ncycles

�2

ifcellcyclearrested;� �2
Sc
DccrM;SW =

tdiv;c � 180

15
ifcellcyclenotarrested;

c
SDccrM;ST = 0 ifcellcyclenotarrested:

DgcrAmutants are observed to have a 180 min swarmer cell cycle in M2G medium (Murray et al., 2013). As

the timing of the stalked cell cycle is not clear, the DgcrA mutants are scored as:

SDgcrA;CT =

�
150

Ncycles

�2

ifcellcyclearrested;� �2
Sc
DgcrA;SW =

T � 180

8
ifcellcyclenotarrested;

Sc = 0 ifcellcyclenotarrested:
DgcrA;ST

The divL(A601L) mutant strain, defined by disrupted binding between DivK and DivL, exhibits cell-cycle ar-

rest in G1 (Tsokos et al., 2011). Thus, we score the mutant as:

Sc
divLðA601LÞ;CT =

53 104

tdiv;c
ifcellcyclenotarrested;
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SdivLðA601LÞ;CT = 5,
�
Ncycles � 1

�
ifcellcyclearrested:

This method ensures that if the cell cycle is not arrested, the algorithm pushes the system in favor of longer

divL(A601L) cell cycles, until the cell cycle is eventually arrested.

DpleD andDpdeA have observed average cdG levels of 70% and 123% ofWT, respectively, while exhibiting

no indication of perturbed cell cycle behavior (Abel et al., 2011, 2013; Lori et al., 2015). Thus, we score these

mutants as follows:

Sc
DpleD;SW =

�
tdiv;c � 145

5

�2

+

�
trep;c � 20

4

�2

+ 100,

�
cdGDpleD;SW

cdGWT;SW
� 0:7

�2

ifcellcyclenotarrested;� �2 � �2
Sc
DpleD;ST =

tdiv;c � 115

5
+ + 100,

cdGDpleD;ST

cdGWT;ST
� 0:7 ifcellcyclenotarrested;� �2 � �2 � �2
Sc
DpdeA;SW =

tdiv;c � 145

5
+

trep;c � 20

4
+ 100,

cdGWT;SW

cdGDpdeA;SW
� 0:81 ifcellcyclenotarrested;� �2 � �2
Sc
DpdeA;ST =

tdiv;c � 115

5
+ 100,

cdGWT;ST

cdGDpdeA;ST
� 0:81 ifcellcyclenotarrested;� �2
Sm;CT =
150

Ncycles
ifcellcyclearrested;

where cdGm,CT indicates the average cdG levels in strain m in cell type CT.

Manual intervention in tuning of CORI
� parameter sets. CORI

� parameter sets performed poorly, with

an average cost of 12,900, compared to SLOW and QUICK parameter sets which had average costs of 850 and

540, respectively. However, despite the poor performance, these CORI
� parameter sets required manual

intervention in the search procedure (an intervention that the SLOW and QUICK parameter sets did not

require). In our first attempts to parameterize CORI
� simulations, we started with the seed SLOW parameter

set, changed the parameter sCtrAU:Cori to one, and ran the algorithm. Although we repeated this process

three times, we failed to find a parameter set with viable proteolysis-null mutants, a good fit to WT time

course data, and cost less than 32,000 (results not shown). Consequently, we manually tuned a CORI
�

parameter set that would have a viable ctrAD3U simulation and ran the parameterization algorithm in

search of a suitable seed parameter set. The resulting parameter sets were a dramatic improvement

over previous attempts, but, nonetheless, exhibited rapid and complete proteolysis of CtrA at the G1-S

transition and predicted cell-cycle arrest of cdG0 mutants. Again, we attempted to manually adjust param-

eters to correct these issues, but fixing these issues caused failures in other mutant simulations, and the

parameterization algorithm forced the simulations to favor rapid CtrA proteolysis and non-viable cdG0 mu-

tants. After three separate attempts to find CORI
�parameter sets with viable cdG0 simulations, we chose the

best overall seed parameter set and utilized it to generate the CORI
� parameter sets.
Equations and simulation events governing the cell cycle model

In this section, we provide a complete list of equations governing the cell cycle model. For a list of corre-

sponding parameter values, see File S2. Alternative parameter values utilized in mutant simulations are

found in Table S2. The parameters designated by red font are specifically included to accommodate

mutant simulations, and are always set to zero unless specified otherwise for a given mutant simulation.

The one exception is sCtrAU:Cori, which is changed depending on whether a simulation includes CtrAU:Cori

binding or not (as specified in ‘‘General simulation methodology’’).

d½CtrAU�
dt

= ks;CtrA�P1
εCtrA�GcrA,Ja;CtrA�GcrA + ½GcrA�

Ja;CtrA�GcrA + ½GcrA� ,
J 2
i;CtrA�CtrA�P

Ji;CtrA�CtrA + ½CtrA � P�2 , ð1�mCtrA�P1 , ð2MCtrA � 1ÞÞ

+ ks;CtrA�P2
εCtrA�CtrA,Ja;CtrA�CtrA + ½CtrA � P�2

J 2
a;CtrA�CtrA + ½CtrA � P�2 ,

J 2
i;CtrA�SciP

J 2
i;CtrA�SciP + ½SciP�2 �

 
m + kd;CtrA1

+ kd;CtrA2 ,

�
ClpXP

�
complex

Jd;CtrA + ½CtrAU�+ ½CtrA � P�

!
, ½CtrAU� + kdephos;CtrA , ½CckA�P , ½CtrA�P�

� kphos;CtrA , ½CtrAU� , ½CckA�K + ks;CtrAO3U
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d½CtrA � P�
dt

= �
 
m + kd;CtrA1 + kd;CtrA2 ,

�
ClpXP

�
Complex

Jd;CtrA2 + ½CtrAU�+ ½CtrA � P�

!
,½CtrA � P� � kdephos;CtrA,½Cck

+ kphos;CtrA,½CtrAU�,½CckA�K + ks;CtrAD51E
�

d½DnaA�T

dt
= ks;DnaA1

Ji;DnaA�GcrA

Ji;DnaA�GcrA + ½GcrA�,ð1� 2mDnaA , ð1�MDnaAÞÞ � ðm + kd;DnaAÞ,½DnaA��

witch ,½DnaA � ATP�
d½DnaA � ATP�

dt
= ks;DnaA

Ji;DnaA�GcrA

Ji;DnaA�GcrA + ½GcrA�,ð1� 2 mDnaA , ð1�MDnaAÞÞ � m + kd;DnaA + kd;DnaAatp ,RepS� �
2

crAÞ,½GcrA�
d½GcrA�
dt

= ks;GcrA

εGcrA�DnaA,Ja;GcrA�DnaA + ½DnaA�T � ½DnaA � ATP�
Ja;GcrA�DnaA +

�½DnaA�T � ½DnaA � ATP�� ,
Ji;GcrA�CtrA

Ji;GcrA�CtrA
2 + ½CtrA � P�2 � ðm + kd;G

2
d½SciP�
dt

= ks;SciP
½CtrA � P�

Ja;SciP�CtrA
2 + ½CtrA � P�2 � ðm + kd;SciPÞ,½SciP�
2

+ kd;DivJ
�
,½DivJ : DivK�
d½DivK�
dt

= ks;DivK1 + ks;DivK2,
½CtrA � P�

Js;DivK�CtrA�P
2 + ½CtrA � P�2 � ðm + kd;DivKÞ,½DivK� � kphos;DivK1,½DivJ�A,½DivK�

� kphos;DivK2,½PleC�K,½DivK�+ kdephos;DivK,½PleC�,½DivK � P� � k +
DivJDivK,½DivJ�,½DivK�+

�
k�
DivJDivK

d½DivK � P�
�

½DivJ : DivK � P�
dt
= �ðm + kd;DivKÞ , ½DivK � P� + kphos;DivK1 , ½DivJ�A , ½DivK� + kphos;DivK2 , ½PleC�K , ½DivK �

� kdephos;DivKP+ , ½PleC� , ½DivK � P� + 2,
	�

k�PleCDivKP + kd;PleC + kd;DivK
�
, ½PleC : DivK � P2

� k +
PleCDivKP , ½PleC� , ½DivK � P�2



� k +

DivJDivKP , ½DivJ� , ½DivK � P� + �k�DivJDivKP + kd;DivJ
�
,

� k +
DivLDivKP,½DivL� , ½DivK � P� + �k�DivLDivKP + kd;DivL

�
, ½DivL : DivK � P�� �
d½DivJ�

dt
= ks;DivJ � ðm + kd;DivJÞ,½DivJ� � k +

DivJDivK,½DivJ�,½DivK�+ k�DivJDivK + kd;DivK ,½DivJ : DivK�
� k +

DivJDivKP,½DivJ�,½DivK � P�+ �k�
DivJDivKP + kd;DivK

�
,½DivJ : DivK � P�� �
d½DivJ : DivK�

dt
= k +

DivJDivK,½DivJ�,½DivK� � m + k�
DivJDivK + kd;DivJ + kd;DivK ,½DivJ : DivK �� �
d½DivJ : DivK � P�

dt
= k +

DivJDivKP,½DivJ�,½DivK � P� � m + k�DivJDivKP + kd;DivJ + kd;DivK ,½DivJ : DivK � P��� � �
½DivJ�A = ð½DivJ : DivK � P� + ½DivJ : DivK�Þ, SpmX + qDivJA

d½DivL� � �

P�
dt
= ks;DivL � ðm + kd;DivLÞ,½DivL� � k +

DivLDivKP,½DivL�,½DivK � P�+ k�DivLDivKP + kd;DivK ,½DivL : DivK �

d½DivL : DivK � P� � �

dt

= k +
DivLDivKP,½DivL�,½DivK � P� � m + k�

DivLDivKP + kd;DivK + kd;DivL ,½DivL : DivK � P�

½DivL� = ½DivL�+ ½DivL : DivK � P�
T
d½CckA�T
dt

= ks;CckA � ðm + kd;CckAÞ,½CckA�T� �

A : cdG�
d½CckA : CdG�

dt
= k +

CckAcdG,½cdG�, ½CckA�T � ½CckA : CdG� � k�CckAcdG,½CckA : cdG� � ðm + kd;CckAÞ,½Cckffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� �s

½CckA : DivL�T =

½CckA�T + ½DivL�T + 1
KCckADivL

� ½CckA�T + ½DivL�T + 1
KCckA:DivL

2

� 4,½CckA�T,½DivL�T
2

½CckA:DivL�T,½DivL:DivK�P�
½CckA�P =
½CckA : DivL�T,½DivL : DivK � P�

½DivL�T
+ ½CckA : cdG� �

½CckA : cdG�, ½DivL�T
½CckA�T

½CckA� = ½CckA� � ½CckA�
K T P
d½PleC�
dt

= ks;PleC,ð2� 2 ,MPleCÞ � ðm + kd;PleCÞ,½PleC�+ k�PleCDivKP,½PleC : DivK � P2�
� k +

PleCDivKP,½PleC�,½DivK � P� 2 + 2,kd;DivK,½PleC : DivK � P2�
d½PleC : DivK � P � � �
 � P2�
2

dt
= k +

PleCDivKP,½PleC�,½DivK � P� 2 � kd;PleC + k�PleCDivKP + 2 , kd;DivK + m ,½PleC : DivK

½PleC� = ½PleC�+ ½PleC : DivK � P �
tot 2
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d½PleC�Pole
dt

= kPleCbinding,
�½PleC�tot � ½PleC�Pole

�
,

½PodJ�
½PodJ�,½V�+ JPleCPodJ

� �kPleCunbinding + kd;PleC + m
�
,½PleC

d½PodJ� J ½GcrA�

odJ2,Jd;PodJ + ½PodJ�,½PerP�
dt

= ks;PodJ,
i;PodJ�DnaA

Ji;PodJ�DnaA + ½DnaA�T
,
Ja;PodJ�GcrA + ½GcrA�,ð2� 2 ,MPodJÞ � ðm + kd;PodJ1Þ,½PodJ� � kd;P

2
d½PerP�
dt

= ks;PerP,
½CtrA � P�

Ja;PerP�CtrA
2 + ½CtrA � P�2,ð2� 2 ,MPodJÞ � ðm + kd;PerPÞ,½PerP�
½DNA�F =
Kd1

Kd1 + 2,½CtrA � P�+ ½CtrA�P�2
Kd3

+ ð1� sCtrAU:CoriÞ,
 
2,½CtrAU�+ ½CtrAU �2

Kd2
+ 2,½CtrAU �,½CtrA�P�

Kd2

!
2

½DNA : CtrA � P2� = ½CtrA � P� ,½DNA�F
Kd1,Kd3� �2
d½Ini�

dt
= ð1� 2mIni , ð1�MIniÞÞ,ð1� ½DNA : CtrA � P2�Þ5, ½DnaA � ATP�

½DnaA � ATP�+ Ja;Ini�DnaA
� kd;Ini,½Ini�

d½Elong�

dt

= kelong,RepSwitch

2

ks;LS1

d½CcrM�

dt
= ks;CcrM,

½CtrA � P�
Ja;CcrM�CtrA

2 + ½CtrA � P�2,
JI;CcrM�DnaA

JI;CcrM�DnaA + ½DnaA�,ð2� 2 ,MCcrMÞ � ðm + kd;CcrMÞ,½CcrM�+

� � � �3

d SpmX

dt
= ks;SpmX

SpmX

c3 +
�
SpmX

�3,�ð1� qDivJAÞ ,
�
1� sDSpmX

�� �SpmX
��

� �
2
d Zproteins
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= ks;Zp

½CtrA � P�
Ja;Zp�CtrA

2 + ½CtrA � P�2 �
�
m + kd;Zp + kd;ZP2 ,

�
ClpAP

��
,
�
Zproteins

�
� �5
d½Zring�
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= � kZconstrict,MipZswitch,
Zproteins�

JZring + qZ,½Zring�
�5

+
�
Zproteins

�5
d½V�
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= m,½V�
V

m = T�1,ln div

Vbirth� �

d CpdR
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εCpdR�DnaA,Ja;CpdR�DnaA + ½DnaA�T
Ja;CpdR�DnaA + ½DnaA�T

,
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Ja;CpdR�CtrA + ½CtrA � P�,
Ji;CckAGcrA

Ji;CckAGcrA + ½GcrA�
+ kdephos;CpdR,

�
CpdR � P

�
,½CckA�P � kphos;CpdR,
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�
,
�
CpdR

�
� �
� P
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� �
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�
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�
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�
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�
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�
,
�
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2
 CpdR

d;CpdR +
�
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�
d½RcdA�
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= ks;RcdA,
½CtrA � P�

Ja;RcdACtrA
2 + ½CtrA � P�2 � ðm + kd;RcdAÞ,½RcdA� � kd;RcdA2,

�½RcdA� � �RcdA : PopA
��
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dt
= ks;PopA,

Ji;PopA�GcrA

Ji;PopA�GcrA + ½GcrA� �
�
m + kd;PopA

�
,
�
PopA

�� k +
PopACdG,

�
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�
,½cdG�2 + k�

XCdG,
�
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� �

d PopA : cdG2
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= k +

PopACdG,
�
PopA

�
,½cdG�2 � �m + k�XCdG + kd;PopA

�
,
�
PopA : cdG2

�
� � � � � �
 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PopA

T
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s

A�
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RcdA : PopA
�
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�
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�
T
+ ½RcdA�+ 1

KRcdAPopA
� �

PopA
�
T
+ ½RcdA�+ 1

KRcdAPopA
� 4,

�
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�
T
,½Rcd

2� � � � � �
�
ClpXP

�
Complex

=
CpdR�

CpdR
�
+
KClpXpCpdR

V

,
PopA : cdG2 , RcdA : PopA�

PopA : cdG2

�
+
�
PopA

�
d½PdeA� ½CtrA � P� � � ½PdeA�
dt
= ks;PdeA,Ja;PdeACtrA + ½CtrA � P� � kd;PdeA2, CpdR ,

Jd;PdeA + ½PdeA� � ðm + kd;PdeA1Þ,½PdeA�
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½DgcB�a = maxðDgcB� ½PdeA�;0Þ,DgcB� ½DgcB : cdG2�
DgcB

d½cdG� ½cdG�

dt

= ks;cdG1,½PleD � P�+ ks;cdG2 ,½DgcB�a � kd;cdG,ð½PdeA� + PDEÞ,
Jd;cdG + ½cdG� � m,½cdG�+ 2,	

+
� � 2 � � � � � 

� kPopACdG , PopA , ½cdG� + kXCdG + kd;PopA , PopA : cdG2 + 2,	

2 � � 


� k +

PleDcdG , ð½PleD� + ½PleD � P�Þ , ½cdG� + kd;PleD + k�XCdG , ð½PleD : cdG2� + ½PleD � P : cdG2�Þ
� k +

CckAcdG,½cdG�,�½CckA�T � ½CckA : CdG��+ k�CckAcdG,½CckA : cdG�+ 2,	
+ 2 �




� kDgcBcdG , ðDgcB� ½DgcB : cdG2�Þ , ½cdG� + kXCdG , ½DgcB : cdG2�

d½DgcB : cdG � � �
2

dt
= k +

DgcBcdG,ðDgcB� ½DgcB : cdG2�Þ$½cdG�2 � m + k�
XCdG ,½DgcB : cdG2�

2

G�2 + k�XCdG,½PleD : cdG2�
d½PleD�
dt

= ks;PleD,
½CtrA � P�

Ja;PleD�CtrA
2 + ½CtrA � P�2 � ðm + kd;PleDÞ,½PleD� � kphos;PleD,½DivJ�A,½PleD�

+

 �
1

10

�
+

�
9

10

�
,
½PleC�tot � ½PleC�pole

½PleC�tot

!
,kdephos;PleD,½PleC�,½PleD � P� � k +

PleDcdG,½PleD�,½cd � �
�2
d½PleD � P�
dt

= � ðm + kd;PleDÞ,½PleD � P�+ kphos;PleD,½DivJ�A,½PleD� �
1

10

+

�
9

10

�
,
½PleC�tot � ½PleC�pole

½PleC�tot

!
,kdephos;PleD,½PleC�$½PleD � P� � k +

PleDcdG,½PleD � P�,½cdG

+ k�XCdG,½PleD � P : cdG2�  � �

d½PleD : cdG2�

dt
= � ðm + kd;PleDÞ,½PleD : cdG2� � kphos;PleD,½DivJ�A,½PleD : cdG2�+ 1

10

+

�
9

10

�
,
½PleC�tot � ½PleC�pole

½PleC�tot

!
,kdephos;PleD,½PleC�,½PleD � P : cdG2�

+ k +
PleDcdG,½PleD�,½cdG�2 � k�XCdG,½PleD : cdG2�  � �
d½PleD � P : cdG2�
dt

= � ðm + kd;PleDÞ,½PleD � P : cdG2�+ kphos;PleD,½DivJ�A,½PleD : cdG2� � 1

10

+

�
9

10

�
,
½PleC�tot � ½PleC�pole

½PleC�tot

!
,kdephos;PleD,½PleC�,½PleD � P : cdG2�

+ k +
PleDcdG,½PleD � P�,½cdG�2 � k�XCdG,½PleD � P : cdG2�

Events and switches

1) When [Zring] = 0 the cell volumes are split and protein concentrations shift in accordance with the

equations specified below.

2) A new cell cycle begins when daughter cells separate 20 min after [Zring] = 0.

3) Mi = 0.5 when the replication fork passes through gene i (i.e. [Elong] = 0.36 for ctrA, [Elong] = 0.01 for

dnaA, [Elong] = 0.25 for ccrM, and [Elong] = 0.75 for perP). Mi = 1 when [CcrM] = 0.65.

4) [Zring] = 1 at beginning of each cell cycle.

5) MipZswitch = 0 when [Zring] = 0; MipZswitch = 1 when [Elong] = 1.

6) [ClpAP] = 1 when [Zring] = 0; [ClpAP] = 0 at beginning of each cell cycle.

7) RepSwitch = 1 when [Ini] = 1 and [Ini] is immediately reset to 0.

8) RepSwitch = 0 when [Elong] = 1

9) [Elong] = 0 when [Zring] = 0.
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Concentration shifts due to cytokinesis

Swarmer cell.

½PleC�Sw = ½PleC�, ½PleC�Pole
0:46,½PleC�tot

+
�½PleC�tot � ½PleC�Pole

�
,
½PleC�
½PleC�tot
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1
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0:46
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Stalked cell.
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1
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½CckA�T;St = 0:56
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All western blots retrieved from the literature were analyzed by ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) to produce

normalized, quantitative data for protein expression levels over time. A simulated ‘cell’ was determined to

be arrested if it did not initiate chromosome replication or divide in the last 300 min of the simulation. All

statistical analyses were performed utilizing built-in MATLAB functions. The distribution of scores for each

collection of parameter sets was plotted utilizing MATLAB’s boxplot function, which automatically calcu-

lates the median and interquartile range (IQR) while defining outliers as scores that deviate from the me-

dian by more than 1.5 times the IQR. We note that parameter sets that are considered outliers in the box

plot (Figure 5D) are not precluded from result simulations and analysis.

For our analysis of the timing of cell cycle events (i.e., tcr and tdiv), we removed times that were identified as

outliers utilizing the MATLAB function, rmoutliers, which defines an outlier as any time point that is more

than three scaled median absolute deviations from the median time. Standard deviations are calculated

utilizing the MATLAB function, std.
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